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Haig Meets With Thieu
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 17, 1973

Household Shower
To Be Held For
Henson Family

Haig had waited in the wings ing the final treaty because of
all day while Thieu met for VS the threat of a cutoff of U.S.
hours with his National Secur- military and economic aid
ity Council and four military
Haig met with Thum for 2'4
corps commanders at InTuesday, but no more
hours
dependence Palace, reportedly meetings were reported today.
South
steps
what
to discuss
A spokesman for the U.S. EmVietnam would take to protect bassy said the general spent
the territory and people it now the day doing "staff work" at
controls, once a cease-fire goes
the embassy.
into effect.
South Vietnamese sources
Spokesmen would not say said on Tuesday that Nixon and
whether Haig would meet with Thieu planned to declare a unThieu again or when he would ilateral cease-fire Friday on the
leave Saigon.
eve of Nixon's inauguration.
Haig also is scheduled to con- Sources said today that Nixon
fer with the leaders of Cam- and Thieu still plan to declare
bodia, Thailand and Laos. .
•eease-fire but the day may he
Asian diplomatic sources in pushed back.
Washington said they believe
an agreement ending the war is
very near. They anticipated
that Nixon, in his inaugural address Saturday, would propose
postwar rehabilitation of the
economies of South Vietnam,
Scouts of Troop 77 here in
We are pleased that Wiley Cambodia and Laos through Murray have won the Four
Trenholm is doing well in the continuing economic and mili- Rivers Council's Klondike
move that he made across tary assistance.
Derby for four straight years
Chestnut Street. He has a good
This Washington report said now. The firstChristian Church
business Went out last night to there also is expectation that sponsors the Scouting program
eat some of his Italian the Soviet Union, Communist with 0. B. Boone as ScoutSpaghetti.
China and other major powers master
will join the United States in
Members of the ruining
Our manual dexterity always guaranteeing the cease-fire.
Arrow Patrol are John Hart,
amazes us. We get In another
South Vietnamese officialsCharlie Baize'', Kent Harmon,
said Thieu's lengthy conference
Rusty Moore, Don Henry.
_2_,yrith his key advisers also dealt Frank Gillam and patrol leader
”'""As'
you Put "'g'"""r ourself
modifications of the protoRobert Underwood.
cols to the agreement that spell
The Beaver Patrol of Troop 77
The directions are all there out how it will be carried out,
and on top of that the one we such as the size of the inter- came in third and the Wolf
already had is exactly the same national force to supervise a Patrol Troop 45, First Methodist
as the new one
cease-fire and the method by Church where Dr. James Byrn
which prisoners of war will be is Scoutmaster came in fourth.
The Klondike Derby is an
freed
This'll be a cinch, we foolishly
These sources said Thieu has annual event for the Four
think to- ourselves.
little choice but to join in sign- Rivers Council which was
brought to this area by former
We spread the directions out
Scoutmaster Cleo Sykes of the
on the table and start putting
Murray Post Office.
the sides and back together and
"Many years ago men raced
had to run out to the old bird
by• means of dogs and sleds
feeder to see just exactly what
across the frozen wastes of
to do.
Alaska in search of gold," a
spokesman said. "Scouting has
We work on this project for
Free Training Classes for capitalized on this theme and
about an hour and when we
Amateur Radio License has developed the Klondike
Novice
come to the end we are short
begin Monday. January 72, Derby as a winter activity for
will
two nuts Where are they, we
at seven p.m. Classes will be Scouts."
wonder Then we look on the
held at the MSU Amateur Radio
inside and see where we had
entrance east side of
Station,
used two nuts where we did not
Swarm Hall, upstairs.
have to.
This service is open to MSU
and County area
student
This called' for dismantling
residents, and is sponsored by
get
to
feeder
bird
the entire
members of the Murray State
those two nuts back.
University. Amateur Radio
Club.
All together again then we
will be Monday
Classes
"discovered" that the holes on
through Friday at seven p.m.
one panel were drilled wrong.
William Call, WA47.SJ. will
After much thought, we found
leach radio theory; code will be
that the holes on the Last panel
taught by L.N. Clark, WB4were not drilled wrong, but we
PEW, Dennis Clark, Viti4UFG,
had the other panel turned over.
Paul Sturm, K4ILP, and Bud
This panel has holes which are
Hodge, WB4RXI.
slightly closer to the edge on one
For further information, call
side than they are on the other
William Call, 762-2993, 800 a.m.
side, which meant that we had
to 5:00 p.m., or Bud Hodge, 753to take this panel off, turn it
1660 after 5:00 p.m.
put
it
and
back.
around,

- -- Geo. ,Alint- SAIGON-SAP4
ander M. Haig Jr. met for an
hour tonight with President
Nguyen Van Thieu to discuss a
revised draft of a peace agreement.
There appeared to be growing evidence that a cease-fire
was nearing.
While the U.S. Embassy
would not disclose the substance of the conference, it appeared that Thieu gave Presidnt Nixon's special envoy
some answers on the revised
draft.
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Arrow Patrol Of Troop 77
Wins Annual Klondike Derby
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Training Classes
For Novice Amateur
Radio To Start
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After two hours of brain
racking, we finally got the thing
together, and mounted it on the
steel post which we had already
placed in position. Filled it up
with bird seed Now we have the
(Continued on Page Ten)
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BOND SALES
The citizens of Calloway
County bought $20,781 of Series
E and H Savings Bonds during
November. Sales for the elevenmonth period totaled $259,421
The County's annual goal is
$217,000. Sales a year ago were
$272,564.

men
11 the
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FREE COLLIE
Collie, full blooded, fully
grown, is free to someone for a
pet. For information call 7539973

Prerig 10
today
sident
of the

Home Department Plans
Meeting At Art Guild
'rile Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Murray Art Guild,
North Sixth Street, on Thursday, January 18, at two p.m.
Mrs. Starkie Colson, Jr., will
be the leader for the program on
arts and crafts. Mrs. Vernon
Roberts will give the devotion.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Albert Crider, 0 C Wells,
AlfredTaylor, and Bryan
Tolley. _ _

'Get Acquainted Hour'
Planned, Dames Club

The Murray State University
Dames Club will have a "get
acquainted hour" at the MSU
home economics building,
second floor, on Sunday,
January 21, at 2- 30 p.m.
4
wfaiif.97
Mrs. John, Pasco, Jr ,
Tonight cloudy and mild with recently named as president to
lows in the mid and upper 40s. socc6ed Mrs. Phil Bruschi who
Thursday cloudy, windy .,and moved, urges all married
mild with highs in the mid 60s. female -students or wives of
Friday slightly cooler pith.n students to attend this special
event
chance ail shower.

The Weather
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A household shower for the
B.G. Henson family whose
mobile home and contents were
destroyed by fire will be held at
Kirksey School on Monday.
January 22, from 6- 30 to 8:30
p in.
The mobile,home, located off
the Penny Highway Pied seat at
the Fred Patton garage, was
flames last
consumed by
Friday afternoon. Mr. Henson is
employed at the General Tire
Company,
Rubber
and
Mayfield, and Mrs. Hanson at
the Ceramic plant there.
They have four children,
Robert, a junior, and Gary, a
freshman, both at Calloway
County High School, and Jane
and Barry, students of Mrs.
Nancy Lovett's fourth grade
class at Kirksey School
Persons having items for the
family may bring them to the
school during the hours on
Monday evening

1- •

The Derby works like this:
Each dog team, with patrol
members acting as Imakiss.
follows a course outlined an a
map given to it. The map guides
the team over a field count laid
out to simulate cities, somesrah-A
authentic Alaskan names and
others being ficticious. The
teams are lined up and at the
sound of the starting gun head
for the North Pole where they
received their secret map with
directions to other cities.
The Kaintock Muzzleloaders
served as official starters this
year One of the local Kaintuek
members was John Bugden of
Alms The Scouts were allowed
to fire the musket loaders and
they were also shown how to
load the frontier rifles.
The Scouts were tested for
expertness in areas of first aid,
rescue, knot tying, compass
and orienteering arid Scout
measuring.
Any one interested in helping
local Scout leaders or that has a
son who would like to join
whould contact 0. B. Boone 7532949, Dr. James Byrn 7534769 or
G. W. Hayden 753-5210 or mail
requests to Rt. 2, Box 345 A.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Deadline Is April 4

licteen Fli
Rice
Elections In Ma
has filed for re-election as (.'alloway County He is married
county judge, while Hall Mc- to the former Mary Beth Beale.
Cuiston and George Weeks have They have two children. Molly,
5, and John Beale, 2.
challenged him for the post.
"My campaign promise was
Incumbent Henry M.(Shorty )
Young, nuipstrate of District to work for the interests of
Four, will face opposition from Calloway County," Imes said,"
Charles Dan Bazzell and and I think! held this to the
Charles E. Windsor for the
office.
In District One, incumbent
Wayne Flora has no opposition
yet, nor does Lennis Hale of
District Three. Both have filed
for re-election.
Max H. Churchill and Max E.
'Morris have filed for the office
WASHINGTON AP)- A poof county coroner Churchill
lice officer testified today that
presently holds this position.
Marvin Harris completes the a search of the hotel rooms oclist of county hopefuls lie faces cupied by some of the Waterno challenge yet for the office of gate political espionage and
burglary defendants produced a
county court clerk.
Only one person has filed Iv" personal telephone directory
numbers at the White
election to a city position thus
and the Executive Office
far. Buel Stalls, Sr. will run for
election of as Mayor In- Building
Officer Robert G. Denell said
cumbent Holmes Ellis has not
the
roorns were searched after
electlaii
refor
yet filed
County Attorney Sid Smiley hotel keys were found in the
The 1973 annual Girl Scout
pockets of five men captured
cookie sale will begin in Murray and County Propertylialiation
party headon Saturday, January 20, ac- Administration Charles Hale inside Democratic
last June.
cording to Betty Gore, neigh- have both said that they will run quarters
Denell said he found in a
borhood chairman for the again. Neither has filed yet.
drawer a flip-up phone
dresser
of
term
first
his
in
Easley,
Murray Girl Scouts, and
number file containing under
Ehtelyn Loberger, Murray office, has not been challenged
yet for the post. Hale, in his the H-index page, the entry'
Cookie chairman
term, has no opposition Howard Hunt, the abbreviation
third
This annual event is one of
W-House and the number 202several means of financing the yet, either. A test is required
456-2282, a number on the White
be
will
which
position,
this
for
and
troops
Scout
Girl
local
House exchange.
various activities of the Bear administered at a later date
The officer said also listed
State representative Kenneth
Creek Council
was the name George and the
The date of the cookie sale Imes also filed for re-election in
202-347-0355. Asst. U.S.
each year is established by the Frankfort. Imes, in his first number
Earl J. Silbert said
Bear Creek °Lined. Sales prior term in the Genreral Assembly. Attorney
this number was for a phone into Saturday. January 20, have represents Calloway and Trigg
stalled in Room 16 of the Execnot been authorized by Council Counties.
Imes is a life-long resident of utive Office Building next door
headquarters in Paducah, Mrs.
Gore said.

Sixteen persons have filed for
office in the May 29 election so
far, according to Marvin
Hams, county court clerk.
The deadline for filing for
office is April 4.
The office of county sheriff
has been the most popular so
far, with four persons filing
petitions with Harris for sheriff.
Bill Joe Kingins, T.B.
Alexander, Maurice Wilson,
and Charles D. Kemp have filed
for the office of sheriff. Under
present law, a sheriff may not
succeed himself, however, a
reveral of this law is expected in
the next General Assembly.
If such a law were passed, it
would not apply to present
county sheriffs.
Robert 0 Miller, incumbent,

letter I sin proud of my
record," he added, "and I will
run for re-election on my
record."
T.G Alexander, Route Two,
is a real estate developer in
Calloway County He is married _
(Continued on Page Ten)

Police Officer Tells
Of Hotel Room Search

Cookie_ Sale
Starts Here

•
to the White House on Aug 15,
1971. He said it was disconnected March 15, 1972.
Denell identified a long list of
items taken in the search of
HOOtTi 214 of the Watergate Hotel, Including 0,586.57, and
various items of identification
of some of the men arrested in
the case.
Also expected to testify today
ts a former FBI agent who said
he monitored 200 wiretapped
telephone calls as a spy for
President Nixon's re-election
campaign

Alfred C Baldwin' III, who
served as Martha Mitchell's
bodyguard before taking on his
espionage role, is expected to
be the government's key witness against the two remaining
defendants arrested in connection with the break-in and
bugging at Democratic party
headquarters last summer.
On trial are G. Gordon Liddy,
former counsel to Nixon's campaign finance committee, and
James W. McCord Jr , who was
campaign security chief at the
time of the break-in.
Five other defendants have
pleaded guilty and await sentencing.
In testimony Tuesday, college
student Thomas Gregory said
he had no qualms about acceptKlein. Tricia Kline, Donna ing pay from former White
Knight, Robert Mason, Melissa 'House consultant E. Howard
Miller. Martha McKenney, Hunt for spying on Democrats
Debbie McMillan, Tim Phdpot, Hunt pleaded guilty to the conwiretapping
Jay Pitman, Michele Richard- spiracy and
son, Vicki Roberts, Beverly charges last week.
Rogers, Tim Wallin, Karla
Defense lawyer Gerald Alch
Wilkerson, Randy Winchester questioned Gregory at length,
Freshmen-Debbie Chilcutt, and said later he was trying to
Bruce Clayton, Donna Corn- establish that Republicans
well, Debbie Cunningham, found it necessary to spy on
Marla Daniels, David Frank, Democrats because of a fear of
Regina Kinsolving, Sally campaign violence
Matarazzo. Van Hendon, Chuck
Baldwin's testimony follows
Homra, Brenda Hough, Tarpley detailed accounts Tuesday by
Jones, Sharon Steele, Donnie
(Continued on Page Ten)
Williams.

Semester Honor Roll Is
Given For Murray High

The first semester honor roll
for Murray High School has
been announced by Principal
Eli Alexander Those students
achieving the 2.5 or better
average follow.

Balch,
Seniors-Melissa
Melanie Beal, Kathy Blanchard, Carol Brandon, Raylene
Burns, Dale Chadwick, Cathy
Christopher, Mark Compton
Nancy Copeland, Betty Darnell,
Anne Erwin, Ted Forrest,
Susan
Herndon,
.Nancy
Hopkins, Charles Hussung,
Eddie Jones, George Landoll,
Celia Larson, Larry Lockhart,
the
in
place
ARROW PATROL WINS DERBY-The Arrow Patrol of Boy Scout Troop 77 won first
Paula Lyons. Kip Mason, Patsy
annual Klondike Derby, sponsored by the Four Rivers Council Members of the patrol are, left to
Mathis, Donna McCord, Jimmy
right, John Hart,Charlie Bazzell, Kent Harmon, Rusty Moore, patrol leader Robert Underwood, and
Pasco, Bob Pinkston, Ellen
Don Henry. Not present for the photo was Frank Gilliam.
Quertermous, Vickie Roberts,
Larry Robinson, Kathy Rogers,
Karen Russell, Sarah Sams,
Johnny Scott, Debi Shinners,
Jan Shuffett, David Smith,
Nancy Spann, Penny Terhune,
Robert
Thomas,
Randy
Trenholrn, Dean Willis, Connie
Witherington, Joyce Wooden.
Juniors Donna Adams,
Susan Adams, Maggie Battle,
Amanda Buice. Mitry Doran,
Billy Flora, Rhon&-Garland,
Nancy Garrison, Gary Gibbs,
Valerie Harrison, Vickie
Kalberer, Krista Kennedy,
Larry ifovett, Trina Nicks,
Sherry Nolin, Stacy Oven,
Charles Parker, Paula Poyner,
Selwyn Schultz, Tony Thompson, Peggy Visher, Kathy
Watson, Beth Wilson, Melanie
Wilson.
Sephomores ,Laiirie Beatty,
Elaine Eversmeyer. James
Fenton, Nancy Fitch, Jean
Forme, Edwiii,Garrett, Ginger
Gilliam, Ken Grogan,- Cynthia
official
as
served
who
KAINTUCK MUZZLELOADERS-Members of the Kaintuck Muzzleloaders,
77. Jonea. Jana Jones, Karen
Troop
of
left,
from
second
Hart,
John
with.Scott
era
shown
Derby,
starterslei thia year's Kloudike
.
Jones, Barbara Kerer,
They are : John Bugden of Alma,Bill Ford of Calvert City and Dave Fisher of Gilbertsville

Hearing On Four-Laning
641 Expected in Summer
Z.(' Enix, Calloway County campaign chairman for
Governor Wendell Ford. today released copies of
correspondence between the Governor and Kentucky
Commissioner of Highways, Charles Pryor, Jr., concerning
the. four-laning of Highway 642 North to Benton, and
upgrading of Doran Road in Murray
In a memorandum to Ford, Pryor said tliarritiliiiictioris
of U.S.641 are under design and are as follows •
"From approximately 1.5 miles south of Kentucky 464
Marshall County line, a distance of 5.9
extending to the
•
miles, and
"From the Marshall County Line to approximately 1.1
miles south of the south city limits of Benton, a distance of 5.5
miles."
Pryor said that it is anitcipated that a design public
hearing will be held sometime this summer (1973) and that
upon completion of a successful public hearing, right-of-way
acquisition will begin.
,„ "With road regard to Doran Road," Pryor added, "at the
present time discussions are being held by our .'district
officials Co determine a
engineer with county and city
mutually agreeable method of financing an'improvement to
this facility."
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By CARL W. RITTER
Copley Nees Service
Oil drilling programs,
within ISO miles of Murray, 815.00
bringing individual investors
per year Al) mail
into limited partnerships with
per year, more than 150 miles from Murray, 1118.00
skrbScriptions plus 5 detected
a general partner to explore
Murray. Kent,,cky, for
Entered dady at the
for oil or gas, have been the
Class Matter
recipients lately of a bad
y
The Outstanding Civic Asset of•Communit
Newspaper
press.
its
fa
fiteerity
it the I
By SENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
Charges being bandied
about are generally to the efWEDNESDAY—JANUARY 17, 1973
**********************************re
fect the deck is stacked
heavily against the smaller
partners.
n
productio
coal
in
nation
the
led
MAYFIELD,14,—Kentucky
A report from Dun & Bradthe new severance
despite
year
ve
consecuti
second
the
for
in 1972
_
street says a study of.200 drilleftect
into
young
went
us
which
e),
rebellio
legislatur
of
1972
the
host
by
on
that
Reitienittrtax on coal(put
revealed that in
programs
ing
newly
April 30.
Americans who were supposed to use their
only 23 did the investors get
America at
their money back or show a
won franchise last November to remake
a
held
recently
Five inmates at the Kentucky State Penitentiary
profit.
but
hour
an
about
for
the ballot box?
knifepoint
at
hostage
guard W.D. Ramage(
Tax writeoffs through destage
didn't
they
that
newsman.
a
course,
with
talk
of
to
knew,
We already
released him when they were allowed
allowances and other
pletion
,
of
EddyvWe
most
at
much of a revolution. Now it turns out that
Charles Baccus,editor of the weekly Herald-Ledger
of the game provide
aspects
Cowan. Baccus,
Bureau
attraction. The
principal
was called to the prison by Warden Henry
the
them didn't even show up. The U.S. Census
Cowan's plea
cast
realizing the danger, but quickly responding to the inmates' appeal, obviously then, is
gays less than half of the new voters, age 18-21,
heard
more to men and women with
without regard to his own safety, went and
ballots in the 1972 presidential election.
incomes than those in the
high
s.
complaint
new
of
--- Census officials characterized the turnout
lower tax brackets.
ignoring
with Murray
A person in the 50 per cent
voters as "dismal." But in the matter of
The state Department of Commerce is cooperating be located
to
plant
ers
Toys
youngst
ice
the
Fisher-Pr
,
new
bilities
the
tax bracket should obtain a
g
responsi
officials concernin
their Election Day
Fisher-Price is tax ante-off of 90 per cent or
two miles north of Murray just off Highway 641.
didn't do too much worse than their elders.
pre-school children, more. Also, if oil is struck, the
for
toys
of
rer
manufactu
largest
world's
electors
the
people. ExOnly 48.3 per cent of the newly eligible
oil depletion allowance
and their Murray plant is expected to employ 1,000equipped, the
cent of all
y
Copra, Nevis SorvIcit
completel
trees 12 cents of each oil inwhen
!bowed up at the polls. But only 63 per
million
than $5
more
cost
to
pected
for
square foot come dollar from tax.
Voters bothered to cast ballots. It was a victory
plant will accommodate 12 assembly lines in a 100,000
H this year).
Yet, say. critics, investors in
area Production is scheduled to begin about June
itpathy at all age levels.
fourand
oil funds are entering a
public
cooperate
Highways
young
of
nt
Departme
Our
And now, will the
Who said there was a generation gap?
outsiders before
Murray),
where
game
and
Benton
linking
(
Mom and
lane that dangerous Highway 641
people acted with the same indifference as
them have compiled a history
1'
June
after
ever
than
congested
more
be
will
which
World
of rolling mostly snake eyes.
Dad, only a little more so.—Tulsa (Okla.)
The Securities & Exchange
respected
State Representative W. Terry McBrayer, at 35 a
on has been busy for
Conumssi
veteran legislator from Greenup, will be in Mayfield visiting nearly two years writing prospeaking
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The
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aware painfully that the "energy cerns that have stalled the start of
Perhaps this generation thinks it is
Benton, Fulton, Wickliffe, Murray and Paducah.
the
g
Temperin
funds.
ing
those
for
pity
little
a
crisis" is anything but a myth, when construction for three years
pretty tough, but it should save
commissioners' thinking,
Construction of nuclear power
college
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ng
Accordi
y,
22 schools were closed because of a
Universit
State
later.
Murray State University vs. East Tennessee
r ho will come along
however, IS the fact that spechas been restrained by inplants
Classworld's
recent shortage of fuel to heat
Saturday, Jan. 20, 7:30 p.m. at the MSU Fieldhouse. This is the ulative funds are needed to
professor, this generation is eating up the
the
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game
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ble questions as to their
e
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The not-too-distant future will
John Edward May, a Texvarsity will host the Paducah Community College Indians. The
REFINERY construction is at a
East COM
the
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s
dweller
city
phemistry.
second home OVC game for MSU is next Monday night with an, represents the rebuttal so
forecasts,
where summer "brownouts" have standstill because of opposition
far as attacks on oil drilling
)It is hardly the golden age the professor
Tennessee Tech the opponent.
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and
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shop here anti(lag

tr.

Every Red & White product
is guaranteed to please
you or your money RED&
WHITE
will be refunded
7

JOHNSONS

Maxwell
Horse

COFFEE

(Di
WHITE

where Osiend4._people
help you save!

* OPEN NOON SUNDAY *

A

Prices Good
thru Jon. 23rd

FOOD
STORES

09c

FOOD SAVIN
d
te
t
ea
l
p
ES
UR
AT
FE
65c BANQUET
Shortening
59' DINNERS Sausage 79'
Dill Pickles
199'
Sweet Peas
79$
Bacon
Gm. Beans.',:tt 5 Cams
2616T
Peaches Red!:hite
59'
e
en
Wi
Pure 79$
SCOT
2159'
Fr. Cocktail
ef
Be
nd
ou
Gr
LS
WE
TO
25'
Crackers '14::zite
Chicken Parts
1 Li. Bag
With Coops,

.....•••••••••••••••
,
••

1/..........••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Prim

Red & White Fancy Quality

Red & White
Pure Veg.

Red & White
Hamburger

39
49

3 Lb Cam
Qt

Red & White
Small

Fields

1 lb

ALL FLAVORS
EXCEPT HAM
BEEF
HADDOCK
Each

Del Monte
16-oz

TIDE( 69c
"t Size

with coupon)

ASSTD.
WHITE
DECORATOR

2 ROLL PACK
RED AND WHITE TOILET

Chestnut

Field's

lb.

121z.

rs Swift

BreastThighs
Legs

79`ib
65`11,
59'lb

29 lb.
Wings
Necks & Backs-19'lb.
894 lb:
Livers

49° TISSUE
Bathroom Spray
t
49
Heinz Ketchup 2
n
tha
hmi
les
App
39'
Chili
Bananas
21e,m55'
T
s
15
Turnips
39'
A-1 Squce
,,
39
2 69C
Cherries.
Tangerines
35'
Crackers
29'
e
uc
tt
Le
49C
8t
Purex
e
ag
bb
Ca
45°
Ammonia
29e
Soap Pats
129
3
Pie Shells'"" 25'
01
29s SALAD
Oleo
'
75
a
zz
Pi
no
ti
To
NG
SI
ES
DR
490
s
Pai
rWr
pFae
Nufs
ks
Pa
k
ac
Sn
89'
French Fries
69c
4
Orange Juice 212 99"
Fantastic
110z.

*

yöwE 'YPowe

*

4 ROLL
PACK

210z. 89C

"I hier

PRODUCE

4 lbs.

15 Oz.

lb. 1 OS

amales Hi Pw.r

lb.

50z.

Florida

Zephyr Maristhimi

Nabisco

doz.

10 Oz.
1 lb.

Large Head

Lb.

Cake

Bo-Peep

* FROZEN FOODS *

Brillo

10 Size

2 Pack

48-oz.

Man*

Blue Beeeet

Quart."

All Raven

Froze.

RED &
WHITE

40.111411112•CPell

Johnsons
Hunts
Fruit and Pudding
SNACK PACKS
R10
4 packs
Expires J-23472

)r 39'

e.sumacmm
• RED &
Johnsons
W4ITE
MAXWELL HOUSE
COFFEE
R19
1 lb. bag

Expires 1-29-73
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Warriors Drop Second Straight
As Minnesota Takes 64-53 Win

Bowling Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES
Bowling League
Team
JO
Psi BlrdS
44
Night Owls
41
B's & C's
38
Demons
Ton Pons
36
RN kers
36
Alley Cats
351 2
iStrikers
35
Down's
8.
Ups
35
Whiz Kids
35
Genes Bay Shop
34'2
Runners
Road
34' 7
Misfits
30
Fighting Four
28' 1
Strike5
25
Super Bowlers
73
Pacers
15
Lynn Grove Four

Bantam League
Bowling League
Team
98
24
27
30

CORVETTE

Tigers
The Rats
Hot Shots
Bullets
Royals
Tornadoes
Super Stars

32
32
32' 2
33
33
33
33' 7
33' 2
28

High Ind Game (SC)
Robin Roberts
Clowayne Sm.th
Glen Van Herck

43

High Ind
—
;Mtge Roberts

ra
53

High Ind

-181
180
Series (SC)
338

friM3_ Van__Sert

332
312

Bryan

High Team Game (HQ
Birds

Scott
Don Frardrove

836
815
8)1

Ri.x.1
Road Runners
Rod Birds

High Ind. Series (HC)

2112
1898
1887

Averages
Eric Story
Don Hargrove
Bryan Scott

High Team Edwin (MCI

2391

,

2334
7318

High had Game (SC)
Men
Dit mar Brewer
koo
D.
L man
Ron Pace
Women
Hilde Burke)
Betty Cooper
Patsy Steate
High Ind Game (NC)
Men

182

151
238
255

Women
Debbie Coleman
Pam treas
Nude Bufket
High Averages
Men

90
90

Pacers Defeat
Denver 130-113
-31 n ABA Tutthy
361 2!

Jr —Sr League
Bowling League

W

Team

Fhe Men
Fighting Four
Glory Stompers
Pin Cushions
Wild Ones
Be bOPS
Head Pins

240
Pam Treas
233
Betty Cooper
227
Debbie Coleman
High Ind Series (SC)
Men
618
Delmar Brewer
575
Dan Jones
565
Jim Kellinq
Women
515
Pally Neafe
ASO
Hilde Bur ker
477
Judy Parker
472
Debbie Coleman

Bobby Latimer

91

154
152

yrnan Dixon
N'GrVin Burlier
Women

High Ind
Doug Mr Cann

Carry t .ans

177

733
222
201

Cann
Phillip Adams
Glenda Eaker

663
661
62/

Heigh Ind

Series (SC)
297
46.9

Phillip Adams
Garry Evans
Doug W Cann

le I

Philip Adams
Glenda Faker
DO•A1 Mc Cann

175,

172
.171
64

ISO
147
146
144
Ill
139

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
.•M y arm," admitted Billy
Keller, -is a little tired." •
The 5-foot-10 Indiana guard
pumped in a career high 38
points- including an American
Basketball Association recordtying six three-point goals -as
the Pacers beat Denver 130-113
Tuesday. night for only the second time in seven meetings this
season and moved into a tie
with the Rockets for second
place.
In the only other ABA action.
Julius Erving poured in 46
points as the Virginia Squires
rallied to defeat the Memphis''
Tams 127-122.
National Basketball Association scores: Boston 106, Buffalo 102; New York 102, Phoenix 101; Atlanta 130, Detroit 17$
in overtime, Baltimore 112, Loa
Angeles 104; Milwaukee 108,
Philadelkihia 92, Chicago 100,
Portland 89: Cleveland 100,
Golden State 98; Seattle 125,
Kansas City-Omaha 122.
Keller hit his first four attempts from three-point range
and apparently had one in the
final second that would have
given him the record by himself, but the referee ruled he
was inches inside the threepoint line
"We put it together," Keller
said ':We ran arid rebounded.
This was a ballgarne the guys
were up for. Playing them six
times and getting beat five
times, we were due. I think this
was one of my best ballganies.
Every guy on the court was
giving me the ball "
Keller was backed up by Mel
Daniels with 23 points, George
McGinnis with M and Darnell
Hillman with 21. Ralph Simpson topped Denver with 31 and
lanky Dave Robisch added za.
Memphis led Virginia by 14
points in the first half before
Erving and the Squires roared
back. Erving's layup tied the
score in the third period and
Bernie Williams' short jumper
4
put the Squires on top for good

Game (NC)

Doug Mi

1113
179

Burlene Brewer
Betty ..1OhnsOn

30
32
33'

200
189

156
154

Lavaimrin c atimer
Sharon JohnsOn

24'

30
78
26' ?

Game (SC)

High Ind

Lyman Dixon
Charlie Hargrove
Ron Pace
Women
Patsy Neale
Betty Dixon
Judy Parker
Wide Bur ket

15'7

Phillip Adam,

High Ind

513
599
591

Dan Jones
J.rn Neale
- T C Hargrove
DeIrriar Brewer

110
109
106
97
96

tzsan ;idlers
Sherri Requarth
Jeff Reed
Mark Winchester
Craig Thurman

136
22)
213

Delmar Brewer

High Ind Series (MCI
Men
Delmar Brewer
Kelling
Jim

386
382
461

Robin Roberts
Glen Van Merck
William Smith

High Team Series (SC)

MI

132
129
126

Game (Stet

William Smith
Dewayne Sm.th

718
743
676

Red Birds
Red Birds
EligadiasfilleadiCL.

Red Birds
Ups 11. Downs
C'S
Ers

38
II

19

39, 7

High Team Game (SC)

Red Birds
Night OwIS
UpS 13. DO'NTTS

25

301 alea
3112
281
33
7
22

Series (14C
596
567
513

. High Averages
Garry E am,

151
141
139
138
131)

Randy Weight
Richard Scott
Bob Harbrove
Doug Mt Cann
ph,itip Adams
Charles Parker
Beverly Rogers

132
126
124

Nanc y Utterback

120

Paul Holland

ILRAY 71/146b1? SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 7539999

:"T
- — -To Be
• here's Qot
A Better Way"
TV SPECIAL
••••
SUNDAY, JANUARY 14th
••
8:30-9:30 P.M.
•
WLAC-TV — CHANNEL 5
•
THURSDAY, JANUARY 18
•
ANNEL 3
U:R°G°,.7IL:r -P.CHM.
HARRISB6

THE CARR RATINGS
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COLOR!
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Family •

Groups

Photogrphed
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Additional
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Members.

at 51.00

One
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$2.47 [KM •
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Additional
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GAMES OF 1-1111- 73
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
NT
OPe0
MARGIN
FAVORITE
CARNOLL- wiSC.
29
M1LLIKIN
MINN
JOHN
ST.
12
ARMSTRONG
HAWAII
12
NEW MEXICO
COLBY
27
ASSUMPTION
ST. THOMAS ACKIINA
25
NEWARK STATE
,c
THAGE
37
AUGUST...ISA-ILL
„
RIVER FALLS
211
NORTH DA KO T-A
CARLETON
19
'BELOIT
.
•
FT WA yNt-i.
47
D-IND
NORTHWOO
S. W. MINNESOTA
19
SEMIDJI
LOS ANGELES ST.
9
ORAL ROSIER TS
N. W. NAZARENE
28
St noilisor irAg
GRAND CANYON
3
PASADENA
IE
AIR
7
SUTLER
COLO. WESTERN
12
REGIS
ST. OLAF
17
COE
GRINNELL
IS
RIPON
OUCKNELL
COLGATE
CHICAGO CIRCLE
23
ST. LOUIS'U .M.
FORT LEWIS
COLORADO MINES
1
STANiSLAUS
77
TO
SACRAMEN
E
W
S.
TENNESSE
19
CONWAY STATE
OAVIS•ELKINS
4
SHEPHERD
cox...wain
3
C.CINNIELL-N Y.
TTSSIURG STATE
IS
COLORADO
SO.
IOWA
NORISIEPIN
3
ILLINOIS
OTTAWA
II
TARKIO
GORDON
19
▪ NAZARENE
FRANCISCO
SAN
IS
A.
L.
U. C
OREGON COLLEGE
27
EASTERN WASH.
MUCHA VISTA
27
WAR TSURG
CENT. METHODIST
E MPORIA COLLEGE 12
N'
TILLOTSO
N.
28
WILEY
NORTH GEORGIA
FLORIDA TECH U. 22
MORRIS-MINN
21
WINONA
▪CC IS..E
23
GLENVILLE
wESLEYAN
23
YALE
MO VALLEY
23
GRACELAND
SHENANDOAH
YORK-PA
MALMURRAY
21
KANSAS CITY

Font

2

AIR
ALAIAmA
AMERICAN U.
ARIZONA
ARIZONA STATE
AUSTIN PEAT
SOISE
IKISTON U.
SRADLEY
BRIGHAA4 YOUNG
CALIFORNIA
CANISIUS
CENTENARY
CHARLOTTE
CINCINNATI
COLORADO STATE
DAVIDSON
DELAWARE
DENVER
DRAKE
E KENTUCKY
FAIR.DICKINSON
FOROHAM
FURMAN
GEORGIA
HOLY CROSS
INDIANA
IOWA STATE
JACKSONVILLE-F
KENT STATE
KENTUCKY
LAS VEGAS
LEHIGH
LONG MACH Sr.
LOS ANGELES ST.
LOUISVILLEmARQUETTE
MAR SHALL
MARYLAND
MEMPHIS STATE
MERCER
MIAMI-OHIO

Service
will be

delivered within three weeks

may select from a finished package

(:)'1
015E;)
•-•1'

UTAH
SAN JOSE STATE
XAVIER-OHIO
VIRGINIA COMM.
GEORGIA STATE
BALL STA TY
WYOMING
RICHMOND
WEST CHESTER
DULUTH
WICHITA
W. KENTUCKY
WAGNER
ST. PETERS
CITADEL
L. S. U.
GEORGCTOWN-D.0

2

mirolCOOTA

S
S
5

OKLAHOMA STATE
FLORIDA STATE
BOWLING GREEN
TENNESSEE

3

RENO
ELiZABETHTOWN
CREIGHTON
FULLERTON
ST. LOUIS
SOUTH CAROLINA
MORRIS HARVEY
NAVY
ST. 20SE P1411-IND.
CHATTANOOGA

14
IS
I/
11
3
S
11
22
30
12
12

TOLEDO

MICHIGAN
MISSOURI
MOREHEAD-KY .
MURRAY
NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO ST.
NEW ORLEANS
NIAGARA
NORTH CAROLINA
NO.CAROLINA ST.
N. E. LOUISIANA
NO TIRE DAME
OHIO STATE
OHIO U

12
I4
9
4
11
12
12

7
2
OKLAHOMA
II
OKLAHOMA CITY
19
OREGON
12
OREGON STATE
13
PENN STATE
. 14
PENNSYLVANIA
II
RUTGERS
3
ST.1110NAvENTURE
ST JOHNS- N. y
15
ST. JOSEPHS-PA
22
SEATTLE
12
SETON MALL
SO. ILLINOIS
S. M. U
S. W. LOUISIANA
STANFORD
SYRACUSE
TEXAS
Turns A le M
TEXAS TECH
TULSA
U. C L. A.
VANDERBILT
VILLANOVA
V. 11, I.
VIRGINIA TECH
WASHINGTON
W I SCO SIN

II
7
21
12

19
le
II
- IS
4
7

HAWAII
LOYOLA-C ALi F
TULANE
LASAI_L E
DUKE
CLEM SON
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SKIING
SPRINGS,
STEAMBOAT
Colo. --- Topseeded U.S. ski
team members Bob Gray and
Mary Lee Atkins won their
races in the Stagecoach Open
Cross country' competition of
the Samsonite Nordic Series
with times of :32.24 in the
men's ten-kilometer, and :23.59
in the women's five-kilometer,
respectively.

Purple Belt- Billy Maxey
Robert Smith, David Harrell
Green Belt—David Nance
Sam Davis, Joseph Hunter
Kevin Geunn, Kim Weather
ford.
7---

Blue Belt—Bill Maupin, Bill
Falls, .Pwayne Mardis, Glenn
Tucker, Andy Harrell, Tim
Kodman,
Harrell, Lima
Frankie Kodman.
Bruen Belt—Jerry Barber,
Dannette Beasley, Charles
Brandon, Tim Gum, Richard
Wiggins.
The Karate Center is located
on highway 641 North, next to
the Scott's Grove Baptist
Church
Vistors are welcome to observe the training sessions on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
6:30 to 8:30, according to Frank
Kodman, Jr., administrator
New classes are forming for
Saturdays, Mondays, and
Wednesdays.
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Tony Holland Signs With

Indianapolis

University Of Kentucky

Grand Prix i

LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
Six-foot-two, 240-pound Tony
Holland of Trigg County High,
last season's Class A state
champions, has signed with the
University of Kentucky.
Holland, Kentucky's 10th signee, was a starting tackle the
past tuo seasons.
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Solomon G. 13atoon, chief
instructor of the Japan International Karate Centers of
West Kentucky, has announced
the following advances in
ranking, made after successful
completion of examination:

BASEBALL
DETROIT -- The pitcher who
won the most games in Michigan State University history,
Larry Ike, has signed a $25,000
contract with the Detroit
Tigers.
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SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.
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Murray High Coasts To Easy
Win Over Benton On Tuesday

Bobby Orr Named
To East All-Stars
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MONTREAL AP) - Despite
missing 14 games in the early
going while he was still recovering from off-season knee surgery, defenseman Bobby Orr of
the Boston Bruins was a unanimous choice for the East Division squad which will oppose
the West in the National Hockey League's All-Star Game, to
be played Jan. 30 at Madison
Square Garden in New York.
re;
Orr was the only player kiceive a perfect total of 120
points from the selectors, three
members of the Professional
Hockey Writers' Association
from each of the eight East Division cities.
Second in the balloting was
goalie Ken Dryden of the division-leading Montreal Canadiens, who got 114 points. Six
Montreal players were among
the 12 named to the first two
teams.
Joining Orr and Dryden on
the starting team will be defenseman Guy Lapointe and
right wing Yvan Cournoyer,
both of Montreal; center Phil
Esposito of Boston, and left
wing Richard Martin of Buffalo.
The second team consists of
goalie Gilles Villemure of the
New York Rangers, defensemen Brad Park of the Rangers
and Serge Savard of Montreal,
center Jacques Ikmaire of

11

Montreal and wingers Rene
Robert of Buffalo and Frank
Mahovlich of Montreal
Boston Coach Tom Johnson,
who will handle the East squad,
will choose seven more players
to complete his squad. The top
12 players on the West team
will be announced Thursday,
then Coach Billy Reay of Chicago will name the final seven
men.

Sanderson To
Sign Contract

Indianapolis,
Grand Prix Cars
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Mahovhch will be making his
14th appearance as an all-star,
while liakert and Laisaate will
be feelOng their first,

May Soon Compete
INDIANAPOLIS AP - Indianapolis-type race cars may
soon be competing wheel-towheel with the trim, maneuverable Formula- I Grand Prix
racers, a welcomed prospect to
the U.S. Auto Club.
The Commission Sportive International voted recently in
Paris to allow European For, mula 2 cars and American Indianapolis and Formula A cars
into Formula 1 races whenever
the field could not be filled with
eprimary machinery,
The action resulted from a
money squabble between the
Grand Prix organizers and racing teams.
"You'd better believe it,"
Dan Gurney told the Indianapolis News when asked if
he'd like to put an Indianapolis
car us a Formula 1 held.
-Provided you have a firstrate roadrace driver like Mario
Andretti or Mark Donohue or
the Unser brothers, if they
should get a little bit of experience, I think we could whip
'em." he said.
The Grand Prix season opens
Jan. 28 in Buenos Aires, Argentina, but an Indianapolis car
probably will not make its first
appearance until the Grand
Prix of South Africa March 3,
said Tom Binford of Indianapolis, one of two American delegates to the Paris commission
"I feel it would be a great
crowd-pleaser," Binford said,
"but I doubt if it would be too
successful."
At the moment there are no
road courses on the USAC
schedule, but Executive Director Bill Smyth said at least
three are planned.
Both Smyth and Binford feet
this could lead to an international formula on engine size
that would allow car exchanges
in all major world races.

BOSTON 1API -- Colorful
Derek Sanderson begins today
as the world's highest paid athlete and could end it on the
rolls of the unemployed.

SAVE Pittsburgh goalie Jim Rutherford slaps away shot by Detroit winger Robbie Norsk
(231 in Detroit, Mich Pittsburgh's Jack Lynch (3) looks for check

Tuesday's
College
Basketball

Lakers Dump Cuba For
101-64 Win Last Night

Sanderson's attorney, Bob
A tremendous second-half
Woolf, and the officials of the
By The Associated Press
gave Coach Jerry
effort
the
of
Philadelphia Blazers
EAST.. .
Lakers their thirteenth
Conley's
World Hockey Association were
Princeton 44, Temple 37
win of the season, with a
scheduled to meet this morning
W. Virginia 75, Lehigh 63
resounding 101-64 defeat of the
in the City of Brotherly Love to
Massachusetts 77, Vermont 55 Cuba Cubs Tuesday night at
complete a settlement of SandRider 74, CCNY 53
Cuba.
erson's contract with the BlazLafayette 77, LaSalle 68
The Lakers led by' only eight.
dollars.
million
ers for a cool
Duquesne 99, Wheeling 62
at the half, but exploded in
36-28
Bernard Brown, owner of the
Tufts 92, MIT 71
the final two periods to swamp
Blazers, denied on Tuesday
their hosts. ..SOUTH.
that any agreement had been
Greg Howard, the region's
S. Carolina St. 71, Benedict 61
reached, but Woolf said he was
scoring. and
Carson-Newman 74, King, second leading
to meet with the Blazers today
Wells, 6-7 sophomore
James
48
Tenn
announcement
and said an
doubled up
Johns Hopkins 89, W. Mary- center for County,
could be made before the day
for 21 points each to pace the
land 66
is out
Lakers.
W. Va. St. 114, Beckley 70
The agreement, as reached
The defeat was the 17th for
tentatively between Woolf and
MIDWEST
the Cubs this season. Terry
the
dissolve
the Blazers, would
Minnesota 64, Marquette 53
Edwards, a 5-11 freshman
10-year, $2:4 million contract
Manhattan 68, Or Paul 59
celiTiV's-hared game highSanderson signed last August
Northwestern 83, St. Joseph, scoring honors with Wells and
with the infant WHA.
Ind. 76
Howard with 21 for the losers.
the
Making Sanderson
Eau Claire 65, N. Dakota 59 ...,_ --The-Lakers floored a sticky
world's highest paid athlete had
Ohio U. 89, E. Mich. 73
defense throughout the second
figured to give the Blazers and
Muskiogum 61, Kenyon 52
half, and hit on 45 of their 92
the WHA sex appeal and crowd
Oral Roberts 92, S. Dakota 79 shots for 49 per cent, while the
appeal, not to mention the servAugustana, 111. 88, Millikin 66 ('ubs took only 45 shots, and hit
ices of one of hockey's best
Wis-Parkside 4.,Evansville 21
penalty killers.
79 •
SOUTHWEST .
-77 'Houston 96, Frke
Houston Baptist 94, TCU 93,
OT

College
Ratings

Danny Hjespeth, who has
By MIK/. BRANDON
the, Tigers on the
sparked
Sportswriter
Ledger & Times
was injured
Using superior rebounding boards this season,
quarter and
and better ballplayers, the early in the first
Murray High Tigers coasted to watched the remainder of the
stands. Hudan easy 86-65 win last night at game from the
cut in his eye
Benton. The victory evens the speth received a
6-1 junior will
Tigers' season worksheet to 5-5. but hopefully the
Benton, a young and inex- be ready for Friday.
perienced team, was no match
After Benton grabbed an
for the Tigers. Murray early 4-3 lead, the Tigers rattled
dominated every phase of the off eight consecutive points and
game and in the important from that point on the game was
rebounding department, the never close. Baskets by Tony
Tigers had an overwheliming Childress and Ray Lane too
51-29 advantage.
the Tigers to a 20-7 lead in the
The contest was more or use., -final minute before the first
a warmup game for Friday- period ended with Murray on
night's home encounter with the top 22-11.
Mayfield Cardinals. Murray
The Indians hit the first two
will carry a three game winning points of the second period but
streak into the match
eight consecutive Tiger points
lifted the cushion to 30-13 with
6:27 showing on the first half
clock_
Coach Bob Toon went to his
bench in the nucidle of the
stanza but still the Tigers kept
rolling on. A rebound basket by'
Charles Scott with just over a
minute left gave the Tigers
their first 20 point lead, 44-24. At
Jerry Duncan pumped in 15 intermission, Murray held a 50points for the Lakers at Cuba. 26 bulge.
and Dan Thompson and Mark
Glenn Jackson, who had one
Ferruson added 12 markers of his best nights from the floor,
each. Randy Shelton cashed fired in 17 points in the first
eight points to aid the winners. half. George I.andolt, who
pulled off eight rebounds in the
Calloway will travel to Si, half, added 10 points.
Mary's Friday night, and will
trek to South Marshall next
Dean Willis, who sat out the
entire first half because of his
Tuesday.
battle with the flu, returned to
SCORING
action in the third period. Willis
hit for four points in the quarter
Calloway 1 III11-Howard 21; and had some fine lead passes
Wells 21, Duncan 15, Thompson for assists.
12, Ferguson 12, Shelton 8,
Sophomore guard Brad
Darnell 6, Miller 2, Cleaver 2, Barnett hit on a drive with 3:02
Thorne 2.
left to give Murray its largest
Cuba 1641-Edwards 21, lead of the game,60-32 Benton,
Williams 17, Jones 12, McBee 6, still using its first stringers,
Wiggins 3, Wray 3, Clinard 2. rallied somewhat in the final

t'alloway Ounped to a quick
lead during the first quarter,
and held a 72-14 margin at the
end of the period. The Cubs held
their own during the second
period as the action slowed
down, and the takers held the
same eight-point spread at- the
end of the half, 36-28
The takers came out of the
dressing room ready to play
ball, however, and the sticky:
defense and hot shooting offense
completely overwhelmed the
('ubs.
The Lakers held a 67-42
margin at the end of the Lila
quarter, and passed the century
mark at the end of the fourth
quarter to take a 101-64 victory'
home with them.
Two of the Lakers losses this
year have come against tough
Carlisle County. Calloway was
also handed a heart-breaking
one-point loss at Ballard
County. and fell to Uoiversity
Breckenridge last Saturday
might.

Little Names Line
'Miami Maulers'

FAR WEST
Montana St 70, Montana 65
The Top Twenty, with firstGonzaga 61, Washington St.
place votes in parentheses, sea- 52
son records through games of
L.A. Loyola 78, Northridge St.
Saturday and total points. 66
Points tabulated on basis of 20Ne% -Reno 94, St. Mary's, Cal,
:
80
12-0 778
1. UCLA 311,
Creighton 93, Regis 59
2, N.Carolina St. (1) 11-0 674
Seattle 82. Seattle Pacific 75
10-0 571
3. Maryland
Nev-Las Vegas 83, U. of Pa13-1 446 cific 77
4. North Carolina
12-1 415
5. Long Beach St.
10-1 376
6. Minnesota
Chenery
11-1 340
7. Marquette
12-1 262
8. Missouri
10-1 240
9. Providence
NEW YORK ( AP) - The late
12-1, 183 Christopher T. Chenery, long10. San Francisco
8-1 177 time owner and breeder whose
11. Alabama
11-2 145 horses included Secretariat,
12. Houston
13. Southwestern La. 10-1 121 Rive Ridge. Upper Case, Hill
11-2 101 Prince and Cicada, was named
14. Kansas St.
11-2 85 Tuesday as thoroughbred rac15, Jacksonville
10-2 81 ing's owner-breeder of 1972. _
16. Indiana
9-2 54
17, St. John's, N.Y.
Chenery, who entered racing
11-3 40
18. Vanderbilt
9-3 34 in 1939, died Jan. 3 following a
19. Florida St.
11-2 32 lengthy illness. His daughter,
20. Louisville
has operOthers receiving votes, listed Mrs. John C. Tweedy,
Brigham ated Meadow Stud and Meadow
alphabetically:
Young; Manhattan; Memphis Farm the past two years.
St.; Michigan; Murray St.;
The award is the result of a
New Mexico; Notre Dame; consolidated poll of the
Oral Roberts;'Penn, Purdue,; Thoroughbred Racing AssociSt. Joseph's, Pa.; Santa Clara; ations, the Daily Racing Form
South Carolina; Tennnessee; and the National Turf Writers
Virginia Tech.
Association,

DALLAS (AP) - Now that
most of America knows the
identity of Miami's "No-Namedefense, Larry Little would like
for you to take a minute to
learn the cast of the Dolphin offensive line-he likes "Miami
Maulers" if you want to give
tag.
a
them
Miami's offensive line, headed by All-Pro guard Little, destroyed Washington's front four
in last Sunday's 14-7 Super
Bowl VII victory
"They say Washington didn't
seem to have much spark but I
like to think we knocked the
fire they had out of them," said
Little. "We have a tremendous
offensive line and for the most
part nobody has ever heard of
them."
"We've got Norm Evans at
right tackle, I'm the- right
guard, Jim Langer at renter,
Bob Kuchenberg at left guard
and Wayne Moore and Doug
Krusan alternating at left
tackle
"I sure am proud of the job
these guys did."

Evans arid Little are the only
members of the Miami offensive line on the American Conference squad of Sunday's Pro
Bowl game with the National
Conference All-Stars in Texas
Stadium Sunday.
Little said, 'Anything is possible with the material we've
got on this t Miami ) team and
I'm.talking about doing it again
next season and going 34-0."
The Miami list of players in
the Pro Bowl was cut to eight
Tuesday when wide receiver
Paul Warfield had to withdraw
because of an illness in the
family. He was replaced by J.
D. Hill of Buffalo. In the NFC,
Walt Garrison of Dallas replaced Washington's injured
Larry Brown at fullback.
Asked if he had any thoughts
about the Pro Bowl after celebrating the victory' over Washington, Little said "Yep.. The
American Conference is now
leading in Super Bowls and
we're going to be leading in
Pro Bowls after Sunday:"
The NFC and AFC stand 1-1
entering the game.

Daniels Named To
West All-Star. Line

Chicago Bulls Trim Portland
Trail Blazers 100-89 Tuesday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
-Guards don't win games in
the NBA but forwards do," Jerry Sloan said with tongue in
cheek.
What Sloan was getting at
was that scoring isn't the big
thing; winning is
Sloan's line in Tuesday
night's National Basketball Association boxscore read 0 4-4 4
and his nmning mate, Bob
Weiss, wasn't much more impressive at 0 5-6 5, but the Chicago Bulls still trimmed the
Portland Trail Blazers 100-89
"It may look bad in the boxscore because Bobby and
didn't get a basket even though
we played all but about five
minutes of the game," Sloan'
said. "But guards don't win
games in the NBA but forwards
do All you have to do is look at
the rebounds I have and the
turnovers Weiss and I force,
plus the assists, and you can
see our value."
While Sloan and Weiss were
rebounds,
contributing
turnovers and assists, Garfield
Heard and Bob Love split 54
points as the Bulls remained
4,,garnes behind Milwaukee ill
the Midwest Division. The
Bucks trounced the Phila-

forward Willie Wise of Utah.
and guards Jimmy Jones of
Utah and Ralph Sampson of
Denver.
Named as reserves were center Zelmo Beaty of Utah. forwards Rich Jones of Dallas and
Stew Johnson of San Diego, and
guards Chuck Williams of San
Diego and Warren Jabah of
Denver.
Indiana's Donnie Freeman,
the only player aside from Daniels to be named to play in the
All-Star game the five previous
years, did not make this season's West team.
McGinnis, Rich Jones, Johnson and Williams will be making their first All-Star appear:
annces.
ll
The East Division team
Daniels' teammate, forward
lead- be announnced Friday.
the
was
nis,
George,IVIcGin
Rbb'Son,
sprawls on his back s -8 ryarft'Pop"
The East won lag yeAr's
,jog•vote-getter with 269 potrils.
SCORE -Stoke City, England goalkeeper
the Tholish First Division soceeranikeh•at/iL.
during
goal
secood
own
.1424}5 at Louisville and
,t4
04hieltird.MersiOnit
•
1
1.
?
,
_
S
I
O
R
(..H401.09.3
-seArkw
•-"y`?4,111
Sttlit!rs rAiiiyaiErtT,e
Si
NorOrtron
In the stain*" thieup will be leads the series 3-2..
Upton Park t on riorr
NEW YORK AP) diana's Mel Daniels, the leading rebounder in American
Basketball Association history
and the first to score 10,000
reer regular season and playo
points, became the only player
selected for all six league All'
Star games when he' was
named to the West Division's
starting lineup today.
The 6-foot-9 Daniels received
23,4 points in the balloting by
sports writers and broadcasters
from each of the league's 10
cities. Daniels Wag named the
Most Valuable Player in the
1971 All-Star game. This year's
game will be played Feb:6 at
Salt Lake City, Utah.

4

minutes as the Tigers took a 62-44 lead into the final eight
minute canto.
Benton was able to come no
closer than 18 points in the
fourth period as a combination
of starters and reserves outscored the Benton regulars 24-21
in the period to increase the
margin of victory to 21 points.
Jackson fired in 23 points and
grabbed six rebounds in one of
his most impressive games of
the season Landoll, who hauled
in 10 caroms, hit for 16 points
while Ray Lane added 10.
,--teering only-five
pottits; was' a-nladman on the boards as he led the Tigers with
14 rebounds. Tony Childress,
who got four personals in the
first quarter, had all of his six
points and six rebounds in the
one period' Phil Miller. a 6-2
sophomore, was also impressive as he hit for eight
points.
In the preliminary game,
Murray had little trouble in
taking an easy 56-41 win. Bob
Wilder led the scoring with 16
while David Frank hit for 10.
Miller and Dale McCuiston
added nine and eight respectively.
Friday night's preliminary
game will begin at 6-45 p.m.
while the varsity clash between
the Tigers and the Cardinals
begins at 815 p.m. Admission
for the games will be one dollar
for adults and 75 cents for
studentS.
22 28 12 24-86
Murray
11 15 18 21-65
Benton
Murray 186)-Childress 6,
Landoll 16, Hudspeth 5, Jackson
23, Lane 10, Resig 5, Willis 4,
Scott 3, Miller 8, Shelly 2,
Barnett 4, D. McCuiston and
Wilder
Benton 165)-Morris 12,
Hoover 6, F'utteet 21, Caruso 5,
Howard 8, Hall 4, Edwards 9,
Holland and Tette.

meetings
delphia 76ers tO6-92.
It was the Celtics' sixth
On the surface, forward Lou
triumph and kept them
straight
with
shot
jump
20-foot
Hudson's
two seconds remaining in over- 41 percentage points ahead of
time gave the Atlanta Hawks a the New York Knicks.
Two free throws by Bill Brad130-129 triumph over the 1)etroit
Pistons But Coach Cotton Fitz- ley enabled New York to edge
sininions wasn't overlooking Phoenix for its llth straight
one of his guards, Pistol Pete victory: Phil Jackson of the
Maravich, who contributed 20 Knicks knocked away Mo Laypoints and a career high 18 as- ton's field goal attempt in the
last second.
sists.
Elvin Hayes triggered Baltiknow Hudson will get the
headlines," said Fitzsimmons, more's success over Los Ange-but there is no way we could les with 32 points as Archie
have won this game without (lark played his first game of
Maravich, Pete is a guy who the season for Bullets after
always thinks he can win. ending his long contract dispute
over the weekend.
That's the way he plays."
Cornell Warner scored a
Elseishere. Boston turned
back Buffalo 106-102, New York rebound shot with three se( nipped Phoenix 102-101, Balti- onds to go in Cleveland's
more upset I.os Angeles 112-104. triumph over Golden State.
Seattle rallied in the final peCleveland edged Golden State
100-98 and Seattle shaded Kan- riod to outlast Kansas CityOmaha despite 48 points by
sas City-Omaha 125-122.
American Basketball Associ- Nate Archibald of the Kings.
ation scores: Indiana 130, DenLuis Aparicio of the Boston
ver 113; Virginia 127, Memphis Red Sox holds the major league
122.
record for most double plays by
John Havlicek, who scored 17--, a shortstop - 1.485
points in the first half and none
in the third period, erupted for
The Texas Rangers corn
16 in a fourth-quarter rally that gieted only 11 games last sea
enabled Boston to beat Buffalo son a new low in the major
for the 14th time in as many: leagues

ONLY 3 MORE DAYS...

Thursday,
Friday and Saturday

Si-

ADAMS ORIGINAL

ONE NICKEL

SHOE SALE
For Men, Women & Children
January 18-19-20
-Buy One Pair at Regular Price,
Get Another Pau for Only V!

Sale Ends.Saturday, Jan. 20

ADAMS!SHOE STORE
West Side of Stluare

,•
0 EN FRI. NIGHTS

Murray.
.11110111110s

-
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KENTUCKY

TIKES — MURRAY

odyS
MADRID (API along with other 'things, is
bringing a deflation to bullfighting in Spain.. Lt year
was the managers' worst in a
decade, with
indicated drop
of 15-20 per cent in box office
receipts.
A 10 per cent rise in cost of
living is believed to have kept
many Spaniards from the bull
ring. Other influences are a
lack of big stars and of artful
highterS, this latter perhaps the
biggest sin of all in the fan's
(Ice.
The prospects for 1973 are
brighter but not shining.
Manuel Benitez, -El Cordobes," the country's No. 1
draw before he retired in 1972,
is flirting with a comeback. So
is sobneri-faced Santiago Martin, "El Vitti," another favorite
who missed 1972.
A taw promulgated by the directorate general of health goes
into effect this year requiring
all bulls in first-class rings to
be at least 4 years old. This is
expected to bring on tougher,
smarter bulls that are less likely to fall down and can stand
the required three -ptcs" or
lance jabs
But raising the bull's fighting
ability may also slow down
some of the more flamboyant
tYPes.
-This year you won't see
very many fighters making 40
or 50 passes in an afternoon,"
says a Madrid bullfight critic.
Older bulls bring other problems Breeders estimate there
are not enough to meet -the
needs for an estimated 680
fir,t-tlass fights in 1973

Booth

Perch Filet

14 oz pkg.

at,:swatow-4,
64.1
FLOUlt Plain and Self-Rising

2/39' •

25 lb. Bag

0

Frosty ACM

Cut eCorn

79c

10-oz

2/391•
•
,
•
89 •

1-lb. pkg.

Armour

By

with BANS
151
/
2-oz. can

3

Memo Big Texas Style

Super Value
Fresh
Fireside

BREAD
4

1 lb
Pkg.

20 oz. loaf

BATHROOM
TISSUE

WESSON
al,

98,

FRESH UP

DEODORANT SOAP

Lee. 48-oz.

4

Creamy Chiffon

DISHWASHING

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
It you 'have soww livestock
experience we will train you
to buy cattle, sheep and

hoes

For a local interyrew, write
today with your background.
Include your complete adchess and phone number.

CATTLE BUYERS, INC.
4420 Madison
Ci,ht. M. .6411 I

Bath Size Bars

49c

DIAL SOAP

LIQUID

Lge. bath
size bars

22 oz.

SORRY!

39'

We Ran Out
We now have
Williams
thru

Sausage
3aturday lb. 79'

3

bars

SCOTT'S
LIQUID GOLD
16_0z. can $129

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Red Fancy Emperor

Grapes
Florida Juicy

Oranges

125 Size
Doz.

•• Celery

lb

36 Size Stalk

0

19t

Sunshine

RATION
That's Our Specia
0
0

Round Steak

DEAR AB.B
cartner The
office, the nurse
I like my o
I feel I am entit
I am told
prefer my old
Please tell
make a trip to
out seeing a ..
which is what
advise me
DEAR D
Polotoseat. tell
want to see,
It is commas
some colleague
or In an e
transfer • pa.
approval of the

25-lb. bag

U.S. Choice Beef

DEAR JEA
relationship betw
Set this swinger
or that uncle w
minors.

DEAR MRS.
joyed to learn
would like to sw
awn doctor—unl
stead that he wi
NIL Mather read

Fancy Golden Chiquita

Bananas

DEAR ABBY
and his two nieces
We went to an
at 2 a. m , and
old for two hours
the view
When they ca,
plen'y mad Who
nieces out, he Ult.
sitting. It's gotte
always got these
dates with some .
I know my husba
disappeared for
On his shirts
I have told t
am silly to worry
a lot of talk abo
band's younger b
When my h
kisses them on t

DEAR ABBY
we need help wit
past four years s
our regular doc
him and Abby.
much better than
My husband
than our own
We would Ii
don't know how
our first doctor's
Do you ha..
of thing'

DOG FOOD

Prolatems?
For a personal
calf. MIL

%
0

please.

U.S. Choice Boneless

Lean, Tender

Rump Roast
IL-4117
Lean, Tender

Pork
Steak
79;
lb.

Minute Steak
lb /VT_
Reelfoot

Beef

Arrowhead

Wieners
Ma pkg.

•

-0

TREET

TRUT

LUNCH MEAT
12 oz Can

—
Parker's Mkt. ***We

SCOTT

59° ;

69

Armour

PARKER'S MARKET

_________________

Lb P4

Per Abby'
seed sit. A ,

$

Short
Ribs

Flavorite Brand

Sliced Bacon

%
0
0

lb.

39c
• _____________

APPLY NOW

••
•

2 Roll Pkg,

go to
Eastern Europe

The Pretoria School of Art
has passed with distinction
two 'abstract" paintings by a
chimpanzee which were included in a student's portfolio.
The chimp, which died in
1965, produced 30 water colors
and 11 drawings while she was
living in Pretoria Zoo, in
South Africa

Big Rolls Sr

SOFT WEVE

German scholarships

Chimp wins honors
at art school

PAPER
TOWELS
Strong, Super Absorbent

for $1 0

PURE
VEGETABLE

Federal State Market News
Service January 16, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts Act 552 Est SOO
Barrows and Gilts, 25 cents
lower Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 32.50-33.00
200-250 lbs , 31.75-32.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs . 31 00-31.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 3025-3100
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs , 25.50-26.50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 24.50-25.50
L'S 2-3 450-650 lbs., 23.50-24.50
Boars 2000-2400 mostly 21.002400

The Friedrich" Ebert Foundation, named for the Weimar
Republic's first president in
1919, is to put more emphasis
on its scholarship-exchange
program with countries of
Southeastern and Eastern
Europe
Announcing this, the foundation's chairman, Alfred
Nau, said the organization
provided a record number of
scholarships in 1971, with asstance U./ 715 German students and 467 students from
abroad, including beneficiaries %from Asia, Africa,
Latin America and various
European couritriaa.-

SCOTT

•

4

Purchase Area
Hog Market .

Husbal
'close

CHILI

0
'W‘i:ft.'1\11/WI.M.4ftIL/L11011111LILILIKV/14

Fig Bars

•

0
0

TOWELS
4 Big 'lc*

Rolls
with coupon

SAVE i_5g WHEN YOU BUY A
-OZ. Jar of
INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS
SPECIAL
WITH THIS

PIC
COUPON

Good Only at Parker's Mkt
Offer Expires 2/28/73

Caw.,••• %v. I 711 e. It

Good thru 1/31/73
[created in Downtown
Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m,
6
• Days A Week

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN
- SAVE!!

Addition
Groups

r.
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Miss Patricia Gay% McCann Is Married
To Kenneth R. Hosford In Double Ring

'Dealt -41311.r

Ceremony At Kirksey Church Of Christ

Husband takes the term
'close relatives' serious.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My pio 'em is with my husband, age r2,
and his two nieces, ages 16 and 17 They are sisters.)
We went to an all-night roadhouse inn to have breakfast
at 2 a. m., and my husband disappeared with the 17-yearold for two hours They said they were upstairs looking at
the view.
When they came back I didn't say anything, hut I was
Oen.), mad. Whenever my husband and I take these two
nieces out, he takes turns dancing with them and leaves me
sitting. It's gotterrso he never takes me out alone, he's
always got these girls with us He has fixed them up with
dates with some of his friends who are his age, and for all
I know my husband could be seeing them himself He has
disappeared for whole nights and comes home with lipstick
On his shirts
I have told the girls' mother about this and she says I
am silly to worry, but I don't think I am because there was
a lot of talk about incest in their family between my husband's younger brother and his older sister.
When my husband says goodby to these nieces, he
kisses them on the mouth. My question' Is this healthy'
JEALOUS IN COLORADO
DEAR AriA1108311: Irs_saft healthy, and neither is the
reLationship hutwsi. paw husband and his young nieces.
Set this swinger down and talk to him like a Dutch tide.
or that uncle will be in Dutch for fooling around with
minors.
DEAR ABBY My husband and I have a little problem
we need help with We have been going to a doctor for the
past four years since we've moved to this town Once, when
our regular doctor was on vacation his partner filled in for
him, and Abby, the partner was fantastic' 1 liked him so
much better than my regular doctor
My husband also had the partner and liked him better
than our own
We would like to switch over to the partner but we
don't know how to go about it We are so afraid of hurting
our first doctor's feelings
Do you happen to know how doctors feel about this sort
MRS. B.
of thing'
DEAR MRS. B.: I doubt that a doctor would be overjoyed to learn that a patient preferred his partner. and
would like to switch. But a patient has a right to choose his
underown doctor—unless he goes to a clinic where it is
Read
stood that be will take Whichever denier is available
on. Amara reader has yon paKixisna la reverse

Wtlson Woolley Photo)

Plans Completed By
Miss Fonda Adams
For Her Wedding
The wedding plans of Miss
Fonda Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Adams of
Hickman, and Barry Grogan,
son of Mr, and Mrs. Harold
Grogan of Murray, have been
completed.
On Saturday, January 20, at
three o'clock in the afternoon,
the wedding vows will be held at
the Moscow Baptist Church,
Moscow, Kentucky.
Mrs. Dan Voegeli of Fulton
will serve as matron of honor.
Mrs. Steve Douglas, Memphis,
Tenn , and Miss Johanna
Comisak, Paducah, will serve
as bridesmaids.
Gary Taylor of Murray will
serve as best man Steve
Douglas of Memphis, Tenn.,
and Rick Miller of Murray will
serve as groomsmen.
The reception will follow
immediately at the Holiday Inn
in Fulton.
All friends and relatives are
invited to the wedding and
reception

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT
By-SHARP STUDIO

A9

Piano Students Of
MrS7Doris Hunter
Have Their Recital

Sunday, January 21
The Murray State University
Dames Club will have a "get
acquainted" hour in the Home
Economics building, second
floor, at 2.:30 p.m. All marrted
female students and wives of
students are invited.

B&B CRAFT SHOP
Paris, Tennessee

Now Open
for Business
At Our New Location
Fairview Street at New Camden Hwy.
Next Door to Pagliacci's
- HOURS: 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Mon frp
9:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. - Thurs

Phone 642-6767

I

T SHOP
B&B CRAF
Tennessee
Paris,

'a

• All Winter Coats
• All Rain Coats (Fall)
• All Fall Dresses
•Tops and Pants
• Junior Sportswear

2 Groups
MISSY

SPORTSWEAR
First Time On Sale!
1/3

1 2 Price
/

Off

LINGERIE - 1/3S - 1/2 Off
SHOE

Values to
120.00

1 Group

SHOES

Sale
$999

$699

,

1 Group

Reg. Shoes
16.00-120.00

SHOES

Sale
$499.$ 1399

$499

BOOTS $999 to $1499

,

Great Savings on THIS Season's

* FALL & WINTER MERCHANDISE *
v Use Your Charge Account
v No Approvals or Lay-A-Ways

Sale Starts-Thursday, Jon. 18 - 9:004:30

The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet tonight
(Wednesday) at seven o'clock
at Gleason Hall, North„ 17th
Street.

140 AGE LIMIT

BIG K
I

The bride is a 1971 graduate of
Calloway County High School
and is now a sophomore at
Murray State University Mr.
Hosford, a 1967 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
now a senior at Murray State
University.

Duplicate Bridge
Clut Meets Tonight

only

:
I

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Loyola
A
concert by
Graduate Recital oetatricia
University Chorale, New
soprano, Paducah, will
Legeay,
Orleiils, La., will be held in the
be held at eight p.m. at the
University School auditorium at
Hall, Fine Arts
eight p.m. There is no charge,. Ferrell Recital
State
Murray
Center,
and the public is invited.
university.
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the Art Guild at two
p.in. with Mrs. Starkie Colson,
Jr., as program leader.
Hostesses will be ',Mesdames

Friday, January 19
Monthly Couples Dessert
Bridge will be held at the Oaks
Country Club at 730 p.m. Make
reservations by Thursday by
calling Mrs. Bruce Thomas 7539442.
Coffee for Girl Scout
Volunteer Fund Drive workers
will be held at the Community
Room, Federal Savings and
Loan Company, 7th and Main
Streets, at 8:30 an.

LITTLETON'S CLEARANCE

Mr. and Mrs. Hosford are now
residing in MisTay.

8X10

Additional Subjects $3. 95
Groups $1.49 per person

The Lottie Moon Group of the
Baptist Women of the First
Baptist Church will meet in the
School
Sunday
Dorcas
classroom of the church at 6:30
p.111.

-Thursday, January 111
Women of the Moose Lodge
No. 1465 will meet at the Lodge
Hall at eight p.m. The executive
board will meet at 7:30 p.m.

Mr and Mrs Kenneth R Hosford

SPECIAL

NO HAN DUNG CHARGE'
limit
1 per subject
- --- 2 per family

4
Wednesday, January 17'

The piano students of Mrs.
Doris Hunter held their annual
holiday recital at her homeswith
all students and their parents
present
Participating in the progran.
were Deidra Darnell, Rhonda
Darnell, Richela Towery, Karla
Key, Gail Faughn, Jennifer
Riley, Mary Ann Riley, Helen
Riley, Karen Rowland, Sandy
Canup, Rita Dowdy, Ann
GREENFIELD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Randell Kendall, Susan Riley, Angela
Ann
Greenfield of Benton Route Manning, and I.ee
Four are the parents of a baby Harrison.
Students attending but not
girl, Lana Kay, weighing nine
pounds 1 1, ounces, born on playing were Mrs. Jean McTuesday. January 9, at 12:02 Clure, Mrs. Sally Canup, and
am at the Murray-f'alloway - Mrs. Ruth Kendall.
Susan Riley was presented as
County Hospital
They have one son, Rex Lynn, engraved plaque for beat.
age five The father is an iron Student of the year. Karla Key,
Sandy Canup, Mary Ann Riley.
worker.
Grandparents are Mr and and Angela Manning won.
for
Mrs. Joe Greenfield of Benton awards in their classes
recital performances
Route Nine and Mr and Mrs
Gifts were exchanged and
Sanders Watkins of Benton
ts were served
refreshmen
Rote Sescri

Miss Patricia Gayle McCann adorned with pearl clusters
veil
of Kirksey became the bride of with French illusion
She carried a bridal bouquet
Kenneth R Hosford of Murray
accented with
in a ceremony at the Kirksey of white roses
and streamers
Church of Christ on Wednesday. white netting
Miss Susan McCann was maid
December 27, at seven-thirty
,
honor for her sister, and Mis.
of
harry
o'clock in the evening.
of Princetoi•
Wilson of Memphis, Tenn., Shirley Thompson
officiated at the double ring was bridesmaid. They wore red,
velvet floor length dresses ,
ceremony.
sleeves and a
The bride is the daughter of designed with puff
headpieces
Their
skirts.
a-line
McCann
P.
Robert
Mrs_
Mr. and
red bows with veils They
of Kirksey. Mr and Mrs. Kirby were
of white
Hosford of Murray are the carried bouquets
centered with red
carnations
groom.
the
of
parents
tied with white
The church was beautifully roses and
in
took
DEAR ABBY: MOW two months sgo my doctor
I decorated for the occasion with streamers.
canner The predate is that whoa I go to my doctor's
the altar being centered with
Keith Hosford was the best
office, the nurse tells me I have to have the partner
the fifteen branched can- man for his brother and Hal
bill
the
paying
am
I
I like my original doctor, and since
delabrum holding white tapers Hosford
was groomsman
I feel I am entitled to get the doctor of my choice.
and arrangements of white Ushers were Doug McCann and
I ern told the new doctor is -just as good," but I still
gladioli and red roses Flanking Gary Potts
prefer my old doctor
the center arrangement and
Reception
were
Please tell me what I can do about this I don't want to
candelabrum
Following the ceremony the
make a trip to the doctor's office, and then go home witharrangements of white gladioli
out seeing a doctor because my own doctor won't see me,
on white columns and the reception was held in the
which is what I intend to do if this happens again. Please
candelabra tree holding white basement of the church.
DISGUSTED
The table, overlaid with a
advise me
tapers. The family pews were
cloth, was ador ned with
white
and
apcandles
with
an
want
marked
you
time
next
DEAR DISGUSTED: The
and white floral
red
a
U
0
N
doctor
flowers
pointment. tell your doctor's secretary which
music was arrangement and the three
other!
organ
no
Recorded
see
will
you
that
clear
it
make
and
want to see,
tiered wedding cake. The apor
presented.
Ills common practice for • doctor to have his partner
pointments were all in silver.
vacation
Dress
on
Bride's
is
be
some colleague) substitute for him while
arbitrarily
marriage by her
will
in
Given
doctor
ethical
DO
but
emergency.
an
or in
Those assisting at th,
consent and
father, the bride was lovely in
transfer a patient to his partner without the
reception were Miss Jo.:
of
gown
bridal
length
floor
her
approval of the patient
F,dmonson, Miss Linda Stubsatin and organza designed with
blefield, and Mrs. Douglas
chest.
roar
an
a scalloped neckline accenting
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it
Tucker. The guest register was
k.
L.
WM,
satin
Her
N.
waistline.
Box
fitted
ABBY.
the
Par • personal reply, write to
kept by Miss Sabrina Tucker
sleeves came to a point at the
sed envelope.
Calif. 1011011. Enclose stamped. self-addres
After the reception the couple
ivrist and were adorned with
plansmall covered buttons. A large left for an unannounced wedsatin bustle and chapel train ding trip with the bride wearing
a Lovely Wedding."
MIS Abby's booklet. "How ta Rave
complimented the back. Her an e,nsemble of white pants and
Angeles. Cal. NHL
seal IR Is A.Box 15711. Los
headpiece was a Juliet cap sweater with a red velvet coat
and the corsage from her bridal
bouquet.

mita
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s Alfred Taylor, and Bryan

KENTUCKY
ki444 LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

Murray, Kentucky
Thurs.-Sun. - Jan. 18-19-20-21
Thurs.-Sat 10 til 6
5
- Ssiguitly

All bridge players in the area
are cordially invited to attend.
For a partner or other inform-Am,please call Wallace
Swann, 753-038.
Last week there were five
tables and the Mitchell System
winners for north south were
Mr and Mrs. Wade VanLandinghato, of New Orleans, first
place ,and Mr. and Mrs Ed
Ryan, second place. Winnw.
fbr east west were Dr. and Mrs.
Max Carman, first plate, and
1 ivirs.'Firellt' Wilson " cirld-qttrn:*
Phillip Mitchell, secondla(e... „
-

•

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store
Court Square

Murray, Ky.

_

PAGE fIGHT

Call
753-1916
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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•

Sell it With A Classified Ad
•
•
•
•4/4//e-

Crossword Puzzle
Negative prefix
Balm's products
Long legged bird
1 Rover island
Transgress
4 Contunction
Nora Scotia
6 Polishes
(abbr )
11 Ramification
14 Compass point
13 Beginning
17 Periods of time
15 Note of scale
20 Nahcor sheep
16 Beef animal
24 Matures
18 Sea eagle
19 Abstract being 25 Guides
high note
21 Paddles
22 Compass point 21 Algerian seaport
28 Direction
23 Tell
29 Stalk
26 Maul
30 Approach
29 Protecting
32 Old musical
loots
instrument
31 Trade for
36 Meador.
33 =If rata at Scandinavia
42 Twirl
34 Symbol for
44 High mountain
tellurium
35 Ciotti measure 46 Scorches
38 Penod of tone 48 ire
49 Welke
39 Conjunction
unsteadily
40 Babylonian
deny
41 Omane
43 Rage
45 Title of
respect (abbr.)
47 Clothing
SO Printer's
measure
52 Boundary
53 Church borsch
56 Turkish
regiment
Si Heavenly being
60 Pronoun
61 Indrindual
63 larew out
65 Ancient chariot
66 Rupees
(abb.)
67 Eimer retch
7
8,
9
10
12

ACROSS

00251 OCID OMOD
UMW COM OMMO
• 032320 MO3263
MOOD
GOORM
MO00 B0:100
000 ODOM MO
MO
ODD
00
MB BOMB ROM
DOUG 00001
ODOM
03000
BODU00 memo
=DO 1330 UMOD
MOB BOG 0000
11

51 Unmarried
woman
54 Mohammedan
commander
55 Dampens
56 News gathering
orpnizaton
(abb.)

57 Contederate
general
59 Chitties MINF-62 Faroe law&
whirlwind
64 Symbol for
cerium

IiiME1111111011111=11111111
illMAIM=POMO.
iiillidigiallt1111*.
MiiiMILIM11111111111iiiiiii111
aMifibilillfaill11111011111
Wriira
NNErA alMOM g:

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6

Competent
Country
of Asia
Symbol for
tantalum
Performer
Cut
Woolen fabric

aiiintigammaiimas
aiimenrgiinpummu
:;i;s;
Distr. by
United

Doctor
in the Kitchen'
by Laurence M. Huron, M.D.
COnaullant, National Dairy Council

VITAMIN INTERRELATIONSHIPS — I
(First of a four-part series of articles)
Except for weight control, vite•
mins are probably the most discussed factor when people talk
s'Yout nutrition The public is certainly conscious of proteins, fats
and carbohydrates Minerals, too
But vitamins are the elements
the
that verybody talks about pill
most Advertising of vitamin
manufacturers obviously stimulates a great deal of this dialogue.
is,
Is this good' What I mean
is this preoccupation with vitamins a constructive factor in
American health'
I think the best answer to that
is a nualified "yes" certainly, it's
good that Americans think about
any aspecl of nutrition But it
surely would be better if people
really understood the functions of
and the need for vitamins.
Mere balanced Diets
If people ate more balanced
meals, a lot of vitamin pills would
not be sold In general, the eating
of a nutritionally adequate diet
from a wide variety of foods will
seldom result in a vitamin de
ficiency If people understood this
better, they'd save money
Be today, and for the next three
weeks, we'll talk about vitamins.
The subject can be complex —
but I hope to keep it simple
Perhaps the most important
thing about vitamins is their re-

lationship to other parts of our
food Vitamins themselves, for example, hive no caloric value.
That's one reason why you can't
simply go on a diet of vitamin
pills and live very long
But in our food, vitamins are
always accompanied by food elements that do give us calories and
other essential nourishment such
as protein. fat, carbohydrate, and
minerals
The Mere We Study
And the more we study nutrition, the more we find that nature
is extremely wise in forming our
foods For, generally speaking,
usually present
vitamins are
where they are needed, and in
safe amounts
What do I mean by that' Just
this The vitamins we need are
present in many foods — allowing
you to choose from a wide variety
of foods and still get all the vitamins you need And while too
much of some vitamins can be
bad for you, ordinary eating habits
are such that toxic amounts of one
or more vitamins are almost
never obtained from food alone.
Only food faddists and people
who treat themselves with high.
potency vitamin preparations or
tablets run the risk of vitamin
toxicity
More on

Monte Carlos- 5 El Caminos:
;2
•
•
5 Pickups
•
Several Big Trucks
•
20 Big Cars
•

vitamins next week

'stare Byridicste, no.

IT'S GUESSING TIME.

WHO WERE THE BEAKER PEOPLE?
-7
JNO UJA5
MlialXrT
WHO 64..15 CA551VELLA4.441.6 ?WHO
CqRIL FOX?
DeSCU557)
L4.1A5 CUNOeilIN ?WHAT WERE
MmamE.
THE CAV5EUJAKED CAMIN5?

0
0

0
See or Call.
0
Charlie Jenkins
McCurston
Guy
0
0
0
0
0 Hazel

J.

Hwy. 641

Hwy.

WAS
14E LAST TIME
,
000 rooi< VOL!
OIAE04
()OINKING.
et..01401E

sMEMSEIX
Rf

I

oat

servicing

FURNACES PARTS
It has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
tied down. See us for.

Murray,/

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

GOOD 1960 CHEVY 2-ton truck,
winch and wrecker. Has 20-ton
winch and 1968 327 engine.
$800.00. 1963 Dodge, 3k4 ton truck
with side tool bins, 6 cylinder
straight drive, $450. 1950 Chevy,
NEAR MINT condition, beautiful 1 1 ton, dump truck. Runs good
1958 Ford Fairlane 500 Sport. and has a good dump. $250. 1965
30,000 actual miles. New tires. Mercury 4 drive, sedan, good for
second car, $200. See or call at
Phone 753-5206 after 5:00 p.m.
Stark's Mobile Home's 753J18P
J 18C
6734.
1970 CARRYALL Chevrolet van,
power steering, brakes, 4-wheel
drive, 350, 4-speed. May be seen
at Manms-Mathis Shop on 4th
JI8P
Street or phone 753-8407.

1963 CHEVROLET, newly
overhauled engine $400.00. 1971 NOVA, small V8, with lees
than 6,000 miles. $1950, like new,
Phone 436-5575 after 5.00 p.m.
equipped with burglar alarm.
J19C
J 17C
Phone 753-0856.
1970 BUICK Skylart two door
hardtop Yellow with brown vinyl
roof, power and factory air 1965 NOVA SS, red, 283 engine,
Hooker headers, 4-speed with
Phone 753-7785 after 4:00 p.m.
Hurst shifter, 456 rear end Must
J19C
J22C
sell Phone 753-7736

Buy the

Overbey
Appliance
Repair

Firs

and ANCHORS

HURRICANE STRAPS

Kj

Buy the First

TT-Sri

LICENSED BEAUTICIAN would
like to work in beauty salon 5
days a week, in Murray. Sandy
J19C
Peery,753-9429.

-Open 24 HoursWill Work On Anything

Central Shopptr

ExMAN NEEDS WORK
perienced in various fields.
JZ3C
Phone 435-5173.

HOU
— BULLS

and

GUTTERS INSTALLED
repaired Phone(9011 6427229

J23P
For Further I

Small or Big'
Call

753-0043
'
0

753-7448

1965 RAMBLER American
station wagon, excellent con,; HIGH SCHOOL girl will do babyvery sitting in your home or mine,
automatic,
dition,
economical to operate. $450.00. after school or on week ends.
J18P
Phone 753-7745.
J18C
Phone 753-0593.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank'
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

YourIndividualHoroscope

P

Buy your

& INTERTHERM

LOST. 1972 South Marshall girl's
ATTENTION! Interested in a job
30091 ring iniskJ4. 1972 DATSUN 240-Z white, all as guard. Experienced and good
7534,000
miles.
.
aeeassories
I.GA.
South
of
vicinity
in
Lost
J22P references. Contact Robert at
J2IC 11186.
Phone 7534314,
Benton, call collect. 527J22NC
7543.

GEE, rOOT5IE
: CAt.i'r

re,
v.,-,60.1

Comp(
STER

Almo, Ky.

North

DUO- THERM

LOST & FOUND

BLONDIE

Larg(

• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,

ill.Wall&N~MI\MIAIMM10111,11b1111~111\NI\IK‘i

LOST SETTER bird dog, black
and white with one black eye. Has
collar withal° name plate. Phone
J19C
753-3152.

FOR SALE

For • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING

Phone 753:2617

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET Inc.

753-1916

Phone 753-0880

•

H. Nix

To P
Ledge'

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

•

Come By and See the Little "Luv"

IT'5

Call

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

wifTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

N.111-

Phone 489

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Philco

emiweewei
0 V Trade-

COMPLETE NOME

/

REMODELING

AM/Fh

FREE
ESTIMATE

1ILM.11\MICI
—

Les

Bill Houghton
753-0961

1101ER

Frances Drake
iwwwwwwww..•

FOR THURSDAY,

AN11101

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. MI TA
Don't be overly aggrtonive
now. Hassles, useless, timeconsuming disputa' could mar
the day. Keep- your bond above
any such troubling seaters.

THE PHANTOM.

JANUARY lb, 1e73

)0W

MOBILE HOME,
10'x56', electric he
ditioning, washer,
derpenning, porch,
Phone 753-9941.

HEALTH CLUB
NOW OPEN 5% DAYS A WEEK

SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 73 to Dec. 211
You have an exceptionally,
good planetary setup now, yet
must still toe the line in order to
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
avoid friction with those who
are not in so comfortable a spot..
Saturday 9 Lm. to 12 Noon
CAPRICORN
— PHONE 753-2962 —
;Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 /10
or
If there is no precedent
IN MEMORY
directive, be careful not to act
THREE COLLEGE girls need
impulsively on new projects. In
jobs badly. Will do baby-sitting,
son,
In memory of our beloved
routine tasks, be prompt and
cleaning etc. Phone 767-4123. J22C
TAURUS
brother, and grandson, Porter
particular hut not hasty
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Bramlett, Jr. who passed away
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Single-handedly you can
two years ago today.
AQUARIUS
phone 753-3914, 100 South
;Control,
institute improvement in many (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19;
My Father's way may twist and
17th Street "Every day you.
areas, bolster self-confidence in
whom you turn
those
that
sure
Be
others, tie up loose ends. Minor are trying to emulate have real
lclay lets bugs have their
My heart my throb and ache
TFC
matters may tend to disturb: substance, forthright qualities.
glad I know way"
I'm
soul
my
in
But
don't let them.
Others will be following your He maketh no nu.stakes.
say-so, so say it softly and well.
FOR ALL your additionsGEMINI
4
11611
My cherished plans may go modeling, residential or
21)
June
to
22
(May
PISCES
astray
commercial. New or old. Free
March progressively with the (Feb. 20 to Mar 20)
may fade away
My
hopes
TFC
wait'iates. 0811 753-6123.
do-ers now. Your knowledge of
Better-than-average inhuman nature and ability to fluences under which to work But still I'll trust my Lord to lead
transcend the ordinary will out measures for new advances For he doeth know the way.
raise your status
and closer understanding with
superiors and co-workers. You Tho night be dark and it may
CANCER
seem
should do well now.
(June 22 to July 23)
That day will never break,
Planetary aspects suggest
IMPROVE THE
YOU BORN TODAY are I'll pin my faith, my all in Him.
needless
against
s
precaution
highly imaginative, often He maketh no mistake.
EXTERIOR
and
acts
errors, Intemperate
OF' YOUR HOME
uniquely original in your ideas
thinking. Stress the Cancerian's and methods, and extremely
with our
There's so much now I cannot
innate common sense and practical in carrying them out.
see,
NEW INSULATED
amenability.
Independent and enthusiastic My eyesight's far too chm.
ALUMINUM
about all that you undertake, But come what may I'll simply
LEO
or
23)
Aug.
to
are
never
24
time,
little
waste
you
(July
VINYL SIDING
trust
ground
more
gain
may
You
sidetracked by nonessentials And leave it all to Him.
We also handle Storm
than many today, but also be and produce desired results
because
quickly. Your talents are many For by—and by the mist will lift
Windows, Doors, Shutters,
held back on occasion
others are feeling more and whatever field you choose And plain it all He'll make
Gutters and New Roofs.
pressure, opposition. Try to as a life work, can att2in even Though all the way, tho dark to
understand.
more than seems possible when fTle
753-4639
you' enter it. Studious and lie made not on:, Mistake.
VIRGO
Murray
scholarly, you would make an
Sally missed
by Daddy,
( Aug 24 to Sept 23)
a
in
may
react
With
your
educator.
persons
able
Mother, Brothers, Sisters, andI
Some
manner not fully anticipated. inquiring mind and unlimited Grandmother.
1TP BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Do not let this throw you off patience with research, you
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138,
balance or ruin your innately could find great joy in almost
any branch of science. You also
or 354-8161 after 5.00 p.m.
serene disposition
TFC
PEST CONTROL
make stimulating fiction
LIBRA
and statesmen with AVERAGE HOME
(Sept. 24 to Oct 231 sanri writers
sprayed for JOHN'S REPAIR Service
nesg. Try $15.00.
Six month guarantee. No Plumbing-electrical-roofing ana
Bag that prize but with your vision and fair-rninded
tendencies toward
Sign's usual integrity and to curb
monthly contract required. carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
forthright effort. Stabilize moodiness. Birthdate of . Daniel Superior Exterminating, Com- 753-7625 nights.
personal relationships; Webster, early American pany. Phone 753-7266.
7'15C
FOR SALE OR LEASE
strengthen the peacekeeper's statesman, orator.
role.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For a personal lad woo
SMORPIO
•111/ANTED TO RENT
For Saki or Lease
forecast on health. wireim. love and
22)
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
marriage, send S140 plus 7S coots in
(
Grocery Store Doing
coon
to
toe
Goo
and
Mdliage
handling
You can be very thrifty, or
Good
Business and Living
Horoscope gook Dederbwiiinl. 111.3. 173,
WANT TO RENT 2 or bedroom
extravagant; can indulge other
Old Chess. 'Station. Kew V&A.
Ovortees
house with
10111111. nowitioning • Mis ntAlisper.
1,
fiR;
*us.
eirtivelea, also, II not.siert.le
11Fr15f Apr RARIE. ACIORINtriwith
r.o:13entl2kMurraV, ffv.
tool up,,in vicinity of Murray.
ZIP, aNdDATE OF BiRTH Itobitsure
this tendency now. leOlk for that
, Will „take Trade-in •
Neu ,it"MO- right torytaiR Nor voOr
Phone
753-7704
JI8C
Ocon,10
aQdIaC SkIn/
-middle road" ad

DIGITAL PROPOI
channel, with serve
Phone 753-3781 betw
6 00p.m. _

BALDWIN- PIANOS
Rent to purchase p
Piano Company,
Post Office, Paris,T

ts6,

=A‘

BEATLE BAILEY

MUSIC

TUNIN
PIANO
rebuilding. Prompl
vice. 15 years exper
2ianos for sale. 13
Murray, Kentucky
0911.

)(CI

PIANO LESSONS
in my home; childr
-Phone Cecile Dunn,

Paris Homo
Improvement

NANCY

memm/4
THIS IS A
DUMP, BUT
I'M HUNGRY

Music Lot

te
vo
accordion, drum!
instruments J I
Center, Murray,
Professional
Piano, organ,

PIANO TUNING
Jerry Cain, 753-87
craftsman Plan
Guild.

Pianos -C

why more
Wurlitter than
Sales-Se
piano
purchase Pract
studios J66 AA
Murray. Ky is:

see

In

1.11.1 ABNER
NG. 0
LAST TNN

AM

r-50
Tit ASS L t
viHAT WAS
TN'BOX!!

EXPECTED;

I /7

NOT4IN'ot6

Now T1-4AT AN ISATISFYIN.
KNOWS,ITS
GUITE.
RELIEF!!

44-0-9
t14

AS GIVI/.1*
9410
TEMPTATION

r

SINCE AJ-k
ADMITTED TO
tAN-ISELF AH IS
HOPELESSLY NOSEY,
AH FIR.LS BETTER.

CARD OF 'I

The Sheridan'fai
- to express their a
_ the many kindnes:
----Them by the p
community regar
of Mrs. Irvin Witl

Thoughts and I
mean so very mui
this.
••

Our sincere u
iiir4•101211/1r...
Mr. and
Sheridan'.

•
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Component & Console
STEREOS In This Area!!

FOR

Buy the First Tape at Regular Pnce, get the
Second for ;1 OFF!!
Buy the First Album at Regular Price, get the
Second for 50' OFF!!

Murray Cablevision

Phone 753-5865

•11
/

nom/
ha ON -AI
IMAM holm 111.4111m•

1-11

°WHEN THEY START THAT TALK A1301J1"
f715CARDING THE SENIORITY STEM,
SENATOR, JUST Buzz OFF."

TWO YEAR old Baldwin piano
walnut ), and Singer sewing
J18C
machine. Ph. 753-5343

REAL ESTATE FOR 8,4JE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

- BULLS or HEIFERS
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
For Further Information

After 5:00 p.m.

Ilarmen I
I

About Our
Aluminum Sheets

Trafle-In
f
i Radio
_"
----AM/Fk
0

Ii

This four bedroom home is located :4 mile from the city
limits on approximately 6 acres The home includes central
heat, basement. fireplace. Arrangement of the home is
conducive to three apartments The land has potential of
both residential and/or commercial lots
************************

25' each

2 Years Old 0
r Like New
t

Less Than.% Price
Phone
TUCKER TV SALES & SERVICE

The Ledger & Time
103 N 4th Street
Murray. Kv
Phone 753-1916

Wilson Real Estate
Member of MistIttple I istine

TRAILER, 10x56, 1964 model,
electric heat, air-condition,
washer . carpet. underptiatag,
porch and step Ph 753-9941. JIIK

1971 HONDA SI. 175, excellent
condition. Also 2 year old sacklle
horse with saddle. Phone 753J17P
4545.
saw,
chain
REMINGTON PIZ
J19C
$100.00. Phone 753-7143
11C1 MOBILE HOME, 12'x50',
furnished and air conditioned.
OAK TABLE ( square), with 6 $2600.00 Phone 753-0113 or 753J19P
chairs: two piece living room 5717 after 5 00 p.m.
suite; odd couch; two piece
bedroom suite. Phone 753J19C 12" PANSON1C TV with digital
2923.
alarm clock_ 144 piece service for
12 Etronzweare, with rosewood
saws.
HOMELITE CHAIN
service for 12 plus
Waldrop Saw and Lode Shop, 207 handles_ China
pieces. Phone 753-7140
serving
20C
February
Street.
7th
South
J17C
after 3:30p.m.

753-2900
MOBILE HOME, 1964 model,
10'x56', electric heat, air conditioning, washer, carpet, un
derpenning, porch, and step.
J23C
Phone 753-9941.
DIGITAL PROPORTIONAL 5
channel, with servose receiver.
Phone 753-3781 between 5:00 and
JZ2P
6 00p.m.
ed
kg.
2C
st
th

ana •

TWO BEI:11%00M house, 104 ••.
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois,
Jlec
.61760.
-LARGE MODERN three room. •
--apartment, furnished. Couples
only No pets Phone 753-7846 or
JI9C'
753-1409

is

•!nut St.

TWO EXTRA nice efficiency
WANTED RIDE to Mayfield. apartments. Located North 20th
Working hours 8:00 a.m. till 4:30 Street. Has stove, refrigerator,
J22C air-conditioning, carpeting.
p.m. Phone 753-3484.
Rents for $90.00 a month. Roberts
PERSON WHO wishes to live Realyt,505 Main. Phone 753J17NC
with an American family for the .1651.
spring semester. Will pay for
food and room. Ph. 767-6561. J18C
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
YOU DO have will power! Find with shower and bath One or two
out at Weight Watchers how to bedrooms. Zunrnerman Apartuse it. Class every Monday at ments, South 16th Street, 7537:30 p.m., Gleason Hall, 401 6609.
F19C
North 12th • 12th & Payne). ITC

TWO

BEDROOM trailer, completely furnished. Located
South 16th Street. $75.00 per - •
J18C
month. Phone 753-8669.

litzmccocomommo3::0.3.3A
UNDER NEW
4
MANAGEMENT!!

CALL

Philco Console Stereo

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto
‘ridn44 •

INSURANCE: Homeowners,
Farmowners and Mobile Homes.
Low- rates, broad coverage,
Excellent claim service. Check
with us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Realty Agency.
February 7C
Phone 753-4642.

HOLSTEIN CALVES

DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
bedrooms, central heat and air, ,
ceramic tile bath, washer
dryer hook up, built in stove.
$125.00 per month plus utilities. .
TFC
Phone 753-7850,

itiereseseressuliose•weceetweteetwuetee

REGISTERED Pointer for sale
les year old, white and liver
color. Hunts close. Call 753-7606
JI7C
after 6 p.m.

TV Service Center

Phone 489-2161

LE

PEKINGESE PUPPY
registered, has had all shots.
J 19C
$60.00 Phone 753-9363

LP ALBUMS

SHOP FOR rent near Midway.
J25C
Phone 753-5311.

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Servic• will be Interruptfti
Wyman tha hours: 9:00 a.m.
-111:00La.m. for the next few
-to
fir.itte appreciate your patience.
-

KC Registered Blondes
ker Spaniel puppies.
e Lynn Greve_
435-4871

8-TRACK" TAPES

FOR REM

NOTICE

N-O-T-

FOR SALE

Buy your TVs and Stereos from a
servicing department. SERVICE IS
IMPORTANT!

.191

NOTICE

190 ACRES; near 1-24, Barkley
Lake State Lodge and golf
cotirse, only one mile to Cadiz
and two miles to lake. Paved
road, city water, $399.00 per acre.
10 per cent down, up to 6 years on
balance Blue Grass Estates 11
P.O.Box 282, Murray, Ky.
Jig('
Candot be duplicated

Largest Selection

Central Shopping 'Center

Another View

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

- Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

Phone 753-326
202 So. 4th Street
- Sales Personnel Larry Wright 753-6883
oretta lobs 753-6079
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
*************************

NEAR UNIVERSITY AND CALLOWAY HIGH-Four
bedrooms, living foom, dining mom, family room, three
baths, white marble fireplace. Do you have teenagers?
There's an extra kitchen for them. Also, there's a 16 x 20
room with lavatory and outside entrance All this on 150 x 340
foot lot.
BORDERINCY CITY LIMITS Large ten room home with
central hest, three baths How about an office building, a
unique restaurant or an apartment house? Large lot to accommodate parking.
ACROSS FROM UNIVERSITY-Central heat, three
bedrooms, living room with fireplace. , two Wits. Also has
an apartment with inside or outside entrain that can be
used by your family or as an extra income. •
TWO MILES FROM MURRAY-Fourteen acres, four
bedrooms, living room, dining room, family room with
fireplace, three baths, central heat and air, basement, 3400
square feet-two outbuildings
--

cWishy Washy Laundry!
.find_ciff Cleaners. Ell
FM Everyone who comes in the week of the 22nd
through the 27th will get
ONE FREE WASH!!

t

'I••

8-1b. CLEANED & PRESSED '2 25
25'
fel PANTS
50'
4 SUITS
ea. 25'
SWEATERS & SKIRTS
- Perma-Press Washers
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
HELP WANTED
sEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
.
ed Certified Semi.
companys ne
Drivers.leself$300-$400 per week:
No experience necessary, will
train. For application call - 317636-2675, or write Coastway
American Systems. P.O. Box
11125, Indianapolis. 'Indiana.
January25C
46201.

Murray, Kentuckyci

Lowrance ,
Fish Locator
Medd Ursa.
Model LIFV101
$ 1 38" ea.
Murray Home
& Auto Store

TWO BEDROOM trailer, electric
heat, water furnished. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, Murray Drive In Theatre
J18C
entrance

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space-521
sq ft.-first floor, central
beating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
contact
If interested
Dark
Fired
Western
Tobacco Gr•wers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Teti. 753-33414342.
EXTRA NICE three bedroom
house at 1305 Overbey Electric
heat, air conditioning, hardwood
floors, utility room with washer
and dryer hook up. Phone 753J18C
5809.

THREE BEDROOM furnished,
fully carpeted, central heat and
" air. Reasonable.Phone 753JUIC
5074.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house. Living room, den-kitchen
combination, air conditioning
and stove, also draperies. Near
university. Phone 753-4737 after
J22C
5:00p.m.

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Norttisidc
Rent to purchase plan Lonardo
FEMALE TO train for assistant Shopping Center Ph, 753-257i
Piano Company, across from ELECTRIC GUITAR, like new,
NOW AVAILABLE three room
J19C good buy at $45.00. Phone 753-1 CREOSOTED POLES and penta
manager Write Hughes Paint
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
J17C treated lumber. Also styrofoam
furnished apartment, utilities
6422, if interested.
Store, 401 Maple St. Murray,
VE
WE **
E*
U*
A**
IV*
0
CALLBU1I
S*
****HA
YI*
11**
0111
***
R **
TO **
SELL-G
logs for dock flotation. Murray
furnished. Middle aged lady
J17C
Ky.
If You
OTHER LISTINGS.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
JI8C
MUSIC
preferred. Phone 753-4687
plows.
and
tractor
801 FORD
J17C
Street.
J18P
life
492-8214.
Phone
your
Repair
brighten
CAN
AVON
TUNING
PIANO
three
you can earn as
FURNISHED
NICE
Please Phone
rebuilding. Prompt expert sec
DUPLEX apartment ith extra cash
four bedroon. BRICK
SET with four chairs,
a
boys
It's
OWNER;
'BY
DINETTE
Rebuilt
ative.
college
3
for
Represent
house
e.
an
Avon
experienc
bedroom
male
from
years
Shepherd
15
vice.
TWO GERMAN
building, one block
Your
old Singer sewing
money
'some, with large den, large
or girls. Close to campus Phone
?tams for sale. Ben W. Dyer, 1 twin bed,
heat, wall to great way to end
1 year old and one 2
one
Electric
.
dogs,
University
utility room,
and other miscellaneous
J18C
753-5865 or 753-5108.
J17C .3rivate patio, large
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- machine
Phone 492-8204
panel walls, lots w••rries--selling our famous
dishwasher, wall carpeting,
JIIC years oid.
753-3939.
Phone
cabinets,
maple
items.
time.
F2C
spare
yuur
in
(1s
pi-444
8911.
of closet space and built-in
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
F5C
Call: 443-3366 Collect.
look dull and drear, and Middle Schools Priced to dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartCARPETS
IF
truck.
pickup
for
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
TOPPER
30"
PIANO LESSONS for beginners
bedroom,
room,
living
remove spots as they appear with sell. Bank loan available to right ment has
Results:
at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
No
sale
If
in my home; children and adults. Like new. Phone 753-2720. J22P
one
shower.
SOMEONETO do housework
Blue leestre. Rent electric person. Phone 753-1822 days, or kitchen and bath with
. Phone Max at 753Kentucky
J18C
753-8712.
Phone Cecile Dunn,
rockwool in day a week. Call 753-4921 after 5
Phone
K, Belarie 7
ITC
TFC Well insulated with
9131.
534342 nights.
IURBY VACUUM, an upright shampooer $1.00. Big
J17C
J20C
the ceiling, storm doors and p.m.
shag rug specialist that adjusts to Shopping Center.
nt
investme
1 le ACRES, with four bedroom windows. Good
TWO BEDROOM trailer. 10'360',
all carpets. For sales and service
Music Lessons
FACTORY fresh house, all electric heat, and oil property for only $25,500.00.
p.m.,
5:00
E
Before
BELTON
after
753-0359
or
767-6295
of
electric heat. About one mile
phone
teachers
nal
Professio
STAFF CONSULTANT Emhearing aid batteries for all make stove, insulated storm windows, Including two electric table top
Piano. organ, voice, gutter.
city limits. Phone 753-4770
from
19C
February
5:00p.m.
Jefferson
901
Then
Agency,
ployment
electric
accordion, drums and band
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J17C garage, utility room and fruit hot water heaters, 2
after 6:00 p.m. J19C
436-5812
or
Music
Manager
El
J
Ky.
&
s.
instrument
electric Street, Paducah,
2
and
and
-p.m
closet and wasn house, 12'x20', stoves
5:30
After
Center, Murray, Ky. 753MAYTAG AUTOMATIC washer.president. Accounting
,
one mile east , New Providence. refrigerators. Also furnished assist
Maytag electric portable dryer.
tables with background. Be in charge of 25
kitchen
2
Until 6:30 p.m.
4
beds,
with
five
Concord;
4
at
New
Also
acres
Used very little. Like new.
employees in warehouse and in
bedroom brick veneer house, all 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
PIANO TUNING and Repair. Inquire at 1613 West Main
charge of sales. $8,000.00 to
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Street.
electric, insulated, air con- per year. Shown by appointment
J18P
753- 115,000 00 a year Phone 443Jr.,
Pasco,
John
only.
Phone
an
Technici
carpeting.
wall
to
Piano
n
wall
ditioned,
craftsma
Tree 8879
TFC FI.ATTOP GUITAR; Broyhill
carport, garage, utility. Pi-iced 7Vr"
nt,
suite,
appointme
room
living
to
for
sell.
Call
velvet
crushed
•
WANT TO BUY
J23P
Gardie Jones 436-2353.
like new; 10 speed Western Flyer
RETIRED MAN to operate dish
Pianos -Organs
- at WANTED!
bicycle; 8 track tape radio and
machine approximately 20 hours
)ee why more people buy
lady's
go-cart;
INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
used
other
player;
Real Estate Listings
record
any
Wurlitter than
weekly. Must be free to work W.NT • TO BUY good'
WESTERN AUTO
Two bedroom furnished house
Sales-Service Rental
piano
phone electric range. Phone 753-3570.
capes and all weather coat,
REAL ESTATE
No
WILSON
coats,
weekends.
and
nights
and
purchase Practice piano
With living room, kitchen, utility
size 10coats,
Coleman
boy's
good
House
sale
for
Also
10-14;
sizes
Colonial
Center,
Music
Apply
282 S. 4th
753-3263
calls.
studios .18.8
Home of
room and bath, paneled walls,
J18NC
J23C Heater.
18; one double knit suit, size 16,
Murray, Ky. 753-1575
Smorgasbord.
and
windows
J18C
storm
heat,
electric753-5343.
Phone
like new.
The Wishing Well
storm doors, newly painted
Large lot 93'z'x140'. Now renting BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
CARD OF THANKS
WANTED. In good condition,
USED BALDV/IN Spinet pianos.
ONE BEDROOM efficiency
f,,r $100.00 per month. Priced for building.Sharp St. near city park WANTED HELP running seed
drawers, book shelves,
-111sed Baldwin organs Used
dr.esser
.1111C
g
Center
. Including shopping center, city school cleaner.Phone4924742.
apartment, partial utilities paid.
Shoppin
$12,750.00
at
sale
quick
Central
Lonardo
speed
pianos.
three
like
grand
hers
and
would
ldwin
and his
The Sheridan family
For girls only. Phone 753drawerh.
of
Jar,
4
chest
2
beds,
-4606from
Phone
.
across
university
hospital;
bicycles. Call 753-1470.
to express their appreciation for illano Company,
J23C
9741.
Oleo table, with chairs, elet tric 549-2494.
Phone 753-5865
TFC
J19C
the many kindnesses extended to Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
igei
rat
NOTICE
electric
LEGAL
stovt.,
this
in
them by the people
J23C
Shown by appointaient only. TEN, TWENTY or fifty acres of
TRAILERS FOR rent 1, mile east
community regarding the death 24 GOATS.Phone 436-5471.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
Notice is hereby given, purPlione John Pasco, Jr., 753Antique Clocks
by
installed
good land on Highway 94 F.ast suant to KRS 376.280, that a 1969
and
of Murray. Phone 753-9957. J30C
of Mrs. Irvin Witherspoon.
manufactured
TFNC
MOBILE HOME, 197/ model, Atkins Gutter Installation, 7278.
Good crop allotments. Phone 753Motorcycle will be
We buy and sell old clocks.
J22C Honda,CB 350
Thoughts and love of friends 12'x55', two bedrootn, alf electric
•
4091.
TWO BEDROOM_ house trailer, phone 753-8401 or 753Murray,
works and parts.
bidder dn
cases,
highest
the
to
sold
e
like
times
immediat
at
753much
mean so very
January25C BEAUTIFUL 1,0T for
and ale conditioning. Phone
llex50'. with "gas cook stove.in stock We
2
it
8992.
150
1973,
3,
Over
February
Saturday.
J23C
this.
building. Sharpe Street, near cit
heat, air conditioner.
Music
B
electric
•
&
J
clocks.
816
.
.
repair
Skew
Cycle
H
&
house, pm. at H
Our sincere thirdur
Peek. Shopping center,• eity
, . 1HREEItEDR013M 4ick
. 975.00 Per
water
furnished
753-2575..
Center.
-4,strez
.- -tesuieseee.
‘c ;oldwater__Boad, litirrarellkk "
iiiihist410114.44168ThiAbre
'ealititter.eoet,
14KftfitiVBF,Mcfg).-Firottr
4 Yintn:Pnorietwifts.J
,
•24e
•
Fre 7e3-8811e - • •
.118C "PMele16061 549-2494.
Mrs. Jewel R.P. motor, complite. Pho .
153- Sys.- and
Mr
•
- 1TP.
.119P
`'
Sheridan.
1553.

1

Miss Your Paper

'C
ISor

Papas. Carrier
flrif
753-1916

TV Towers
Rotors
Antennas

753-7278

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

Wholesale Prices

K.
18,

Or

TV Service
Center

-
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Death Claims
Sam Scott At
Local Hospital

New Rules Given By FDA
For Product Labeling

Purchase Area
Hog Market

16 File For Office...
(CoeUnued from Page 1)

Second Grading Period Honor
Roll Released For Murray High

married to the former Mrs. Nell
Weaver.
of
Gibson
Lynn
to the former
The honor roll for the second Sherry Nohn, Selwyn Schultz,
Benton.and they have five sons.
Tony
Spencer,
Hall McCuiston was elected
period at Murray High Valerie
Alexander, who was born in to the office of County Judge in grading
by Thompson, Sheri Thornton
released
been
has
School
his
Calloway County, says
May, 1965. He did not seek re- principal Eli Alexander. 108 Peggy Visher, Kathy Watson,
The FDA urged mantifacWASHINGTON (AP) - The
-main objective is law and election in the 1969 election. The
Sam Scott of 839 Hurt Drive,
Beth Wilson.
list
to
students were named.
distributors
order in this cotinty."
Murray,succumbed Tuesday at Food and Drug Administration turers and
Calloway Countian is a retired
Bear,
-Rachel
Seniors
and
labels
on
-course
12
a
ingredients
up
served
has
all
he
today
that
Alexander added
Sophomores--Laurie Beatty. ,
6:35 p.m. at the Murrayschool teacher and is married to Melissa Balch, Melanie Beal,
it will seek
experience in law enforcement,
Cheryl Burkeen, Mike Conner,
Calloway County Hospital banquet of regulations designed served notice that
Calhoun Kathy
Wilma
former
the
Carol
Blanchard,
total
having worked as a patrolman
Elaine
Etherton,
where he had been a patient for to tell consumers what is and legal authority to require
Outland. They live on the A.B. Brandon, Cathy Chriatopher, Cindy
in Elizabethtown, and as a
Eversmeyer, James Fenton,
the past five days. He was 65 what isn't in the food „they buy listing.
east of Murray. Mark
Road
Lassiter
Nancy
'
Compton,
usually
orders,
Tentative
deputy sheriff in the Chatyears of age and had been and eat.
Nancy Fitch, Jean Forsee,
Robert 0. Miller was elected
Anne Erwin, Ted
One of the new rules requires meaning little change is extanooga, Term., area. "I feel to the office of County Judge in Copeland,
suffering from a heart conGarrett, Ginger Gilliam,
Edwin
Forrest, Ken Harrell, Nancy
listing either on the label or in pected, were issued for special
.that I have the experience and
dition.
1969. He has Herndon, Susan Hopkins, Ken Grogan, Jeanie Hendon.
of
primary
May
the
supdietary
caof
and
dietary foods
the ability to do the job," also served as County Judge for
The Murray man was a advertising the amount
Jones, Jana Jones,
Hussung, Eddie Cynthia
Charles
Alexander said.
member of the Independence lories, proteins, carbohydrates. plements.
Barbara Kemper.
Jones
Karen
1962.
January
starting
term
the
Jones, George Landolt, Celia
A proposed standard of idenMaurice Wilson, Route Three,
United Methodist Church. He fats and seven important vitaKent Klein, Tricia Kline„ Donna
between
years
four
the
During
Paula
Lockhart,
Larry
Larson,
and
vitamins
of
tity for multiple
presently deputy sheriff to
was born April 12, 1907, in mins or minerals per serving
Knight,,Robert Mason, Martha
terms, he served as county
Lyons, Kip Mason, Patsy
both
Clyde Steele. He has been a
Calloway County and was the any food for which a nutritional minerals would govern
McKinney, 'Debbie McMillan,
attorney.
Mathis, Gaye Miller, Jimmy
quantity, and
resident of Calloway County for
son of the late Delius Scott and claim is made, and any food to their quality and
Tim Philpot, Jay Pitman,
law
his
received
Miller
Ellen
Bob
Piakston,
Pasco,
comve
potent
reclassify extra
which extra nutrisats----ha
"Ihe past 20 years. He was born degreeis the University of
Sally Roberts Scott. _
Michele Richardson, Vieki
Quertermous, Roderick Reed,
binations as drugs.
three been added.
are
Shrvivors
.11 Trigg County. Wilson also Louisville SehooLof Law. He is a
Roberts, Craig Shinners, Tim
Vicki Roberts, Kathy Rogers,
Other proposals, Some
That includes diet drinks and
Indicated that he felt bra ex(CeutiansdinPage 1)
daughters, Mrs. Earl Dorothy)
prin- Karen Russell, David Smith, Wallin, Molly Watson, Karla
'teacher,
school
former
specwould
flour,
nature,
technical in
peirence with the local situation
Wyatt of Murray Route Two, foods, enriched bread and
cipal, and superintendent in the Nancy Spann, Penny Terhune, Wilkerson, Randy Winchester
police officers of how they surMrs. L.W.( Velveteen) Burkeen and fortified milk and fruit ify labeling for natural and ar- prised five men inside the qualified him for the position. Missouri School System, and
Robert
Thomas,
Randy
tificial flavors, govern use of
of 1623 Catalina Drive, Murray, juices.
Freshmen- -Linda Bridwell,
Charles D. Kemp, of South served overseas in World War Trenholm, Dean Willis, Connie
ComAnother rule lays down guide- the word "imitation" on foods, Democratic National
and Mrs. James Lee 1 Barbara )
with
been
Chilcutt, Donna Cornhas
Debbie
Extended,
15th
former
the
Washto
in
Married
headquarters
mittee
II.
Joyce Wooden.
Scott of Murray Route Eight; lines for labeling cholesteroil and establish standards of iden- ington's Watergate complex the Murray State Security force Patricia Mason. Miller has Wrtherington,
Cunningham,
Debbie
well,
Juniors-Susan Adams,
three sons, Howard Scott of and fat content in all foods for tity for two frozen desserts-- Last June 17.
for the past three years. Prior to three sons., Tripp, Dan, and Maggie Battle, Amanda Buice, David Frank, Sally Mataraz.zo,
parevine-.and
conrnelkirine and
Route One, Puryear, Tenn., the benefit of consumers
Todd Harrison, Van Hendon,
Frank Wells, a security his present post, he was in the Chris.
Mary Doran, Rhonda Garland.
prohibit their promotion as ice
Donald Gerald Scott of Cole cerned about heart disease.
Chuck Homra, Brenda Hough,'
body shop business locally.
of
he
member
said
a
Watergate,
the
at
Stalls,
E.
guard
Buel
Nancy Garrison, Gary Gibbs,
FDA Commissioner Charles cream.
City, Ill., and Larry Scott,
Tarpley Jones, Beth RichardKemp is married to the for- the Murray City Council since
found
he
after
police
called
Hook,
Denise
general
Harrison,
reguFDA
Valerie
Peter B. Hutt,
serving with the U.S. Army in C. Edwards said the
they have 1971, has been associated with
and
son, Marsha Robertson, Sara
Adams,
Sue
mer
level
basement
a
in
locks
door
Alan Jones, Vickie Kalberer,
Massachusetts; one sister, Mrs. lations, some final and some counsel, said that before July 1
Mrs. Richard the Murray Machine and Tool
Ross, Sharon Steele, Bob
children,
four
tape
the
removed
open,
taped
Krista Kennedy, Larry Lovett,
Johnny Thelma ( Hollingworth proposed, implement virtually the agency will issue several
Wilder, Donnie Williams.
Stone, Stephen Dale Kemp, Gail Company for the past 12 years.
retaped.
them
found
later
and
orie
Nicks,
Trina
low-cal
Miller,
on
recommendaSteve
other regulations
of Zanesville, Ohio; three all the labeling
Kemp. .
Chuck
and
Kentp,
B.
John
for
officer
business
the
Plainclothes
owned
has
He
brothers, Frank, Carlos, and tions of the 1969 White House foods, nutritional quality guide- Barrett, one of three policemen
Young, the past seven years. He is
Henry M. Shorty)(
Calyton Scott, all of Flint, Conference on Food, Nutrition lines for frozen dinners, and who answered Wells' call, said incumbent
District chairman of the council's police
4th
issued
others.
Mich., seventeen grand- and Health, and resolve
doors propped Magistrate, has lived in the committee, vice-chairman of
The industry's initial reaction they found other
children; one great grandchild. that have sirnrnered for more
open with chairs, offices in dis- Stella community for thirty the water and sewer committee
decade.
varied.
a
than
held
be
Funeral services will
books years. He is a member of the and a member of the finance
'Thank God they're finally array. files open, record
Edwards called it "the beginFriday at two p.m. at the InFinally,
West Fork Baptist Church, and committee.
tables.
on
open
spread
dependence United Methodist ning of a new era in providing out,'' said George W. Koch, Barrett said, as he worked his s as born and raised in
Stalls has said that the reason
Manuconcomplete,
Grocery
the
of
with
president
consumers
Bradley
Church with Rev. John
area he Calloway County.
office
an
across
way
wants to be Murray's Mayor
he
representlabelfood
America
of
MANILA ( API - President proval" of continuance of marfacturers
and Rev. Richard Schorey cise and informative
Young has two children, is to "actually return the
saw a man's arrn appear
E. Marcos officially tial law, adoption of the new
Ferdinand
ing 150 companies.
officiating.
through a glass partition and Brenda May Wyatt and Larry control of city business to the ended 26 years of U.S.-style ,onstitution, cancellation of the
at
dismay
effective
fully
not
expressed
he
Although
But
the
in
be
Interment will
dart down "right in front of my Young, both of Stella.
city council and council com- government in the Philippines plebiscite and suspension of
McDaniel Cemetery with the for two years, the dozen regu- FDA's plan to make nutritional
Charles E. Windsor, Lynn mittees."
face."
today and signed into law a elections for the next six or
arrangements by the Blalock- lations constitute an enormous labeling mandatory if a prod"Needless to say I was Grove, is employed at Ryan
wife, Mildred, new constitution providing for a seven years.
his
and
Stalls
menrequireadvertising
labeling
or
label
in
uct's
change
where
Home
Coleman Funeral
Barrett said to the Milk, and also operates the live at 407 N. 5th with two of
General elections had been
tions calories, protein, fat or alarmed,"
ments
parliamentary system some
friends may call
the jury. "I jumped I.ynn Grove Skating Rink. their sons, Buel, Jr., and Mike.
of
chuckles
scheduled for this fall under the
day.
carbohydrates.
yelled, 'hold it." Windsor is married to the Another son, Fred Paul, who
He said his action was an ex- old constitution, and Marcos'
The name of the game is to back. Then I
saw numerous hands former Martha Waters, and works with Stalls here, lives in pression of the "peoples' will." second term of office was to ex"I
Then,
nutritional
much
as
bring about
they have three children, Fulton with his wife, who is a
The 55-year-old chief execu- pire at midnight Dec 31. The
information as possible," Koch go upward."
While Barrett was easing Vickie, Randall, and Lori.
Obion County, tive assumed the powers of old constitution barred him
in
teacher
they
barriers
wore
"The
said.
1.01.1SVilI.E. Ky ( AP --The LouiSville Transit Co. closed the Windsor has had-five years Tennessee.
a darkened hall at the
president, prime minister and from a third term.
throw up, especially surprise down
M. experience with the county road
Carl
year with a $740,000 deficit, raising the possibility of increased
officer
Watergate,
A daughter, Dianne, is the legislature under the new
The new constitution also proback.
draw
I
more
the
barriers,
fares and service cut backs in 1973.
Shopler was searching about department, and feels that this married to I.t. Samuel A. charter. He also announced he vides for Marcos to continue to
going
this
is
people
many
How
F. J. Johnson, company president, said the company still plans
the outside. He said he noticed qualified him for the job of Jessen, an air craft main- was continuing martial law in- rule by decree until he decides
to take out of the ballpark?"
to continue service until Sept. 1, 1974, when it plans to cease
a man standing on a balcony at magistrate_
kieure officer at Nellis Air definitely "to protect the people to call a parliamentary elecoperations and return its franchise to the city.
Max Morris, 1711 Wells Ext.,. Force Base, Nevada.
•Howard Jelimion Motel across
tion, and there is no time limit.
and the republic."
Fares were raised from 40 to 50 cents last July. Any further fare
the street.
is employed at the Blalock- - _Iwo foster sons, Delbert
Marcos told the Peoples' Connew
dehis
signed
Marcos
increase would have to be approved by the state Deparillent of
The government says ismt Coleman Funeral Home, and Newsome and Ray Newsome, crees before some 4,000 mein- , gress: "We are engaging in a
Continued from Page 11
Motor Transportation
man was Baldwin.
was formerly with the Murray also live in Calloway County. bees of a Peoples' Congress peaceful and constitutional revIn an interview with the Los Police Department. Morris is
Stalls was born in Calloway that was formed hastily during olution" to "return sovereignty
feeders there, about fifteen
two
LOUISVILLE,Ky AP)-The Louisville branch of the National feet apart. and faced toward Angeles Times last fall, Bald- married to the former Shirley County near Old Brandon's
the weekend in the wake of to the people." He said in the
the
asked
Association for the Advancement of Colored People has
the window so we can see all the win said he had monitored' Butterworth, and the couple Mill. He retired from the active some 32,000 citizens' assemblies broadcast that he was not acKroger Co. to hire additional black empioyees.
telephone calls from a tap have three children, Zandra, reserves in the Air Force in his supporters held throughout cepting the offer of the citizens'
activity
Kroger food stores in Louisville have been the objects of a nonwhich had been placed in the Gary, and Regina.
a
form
to
August, 1971, with the rank of the country.
•
assemblies
offices earlier.
buying boycott started Dec 22 by the NAACP and other black
Democratic
Max Churchill, incumbent, Lt. Colonel.
keep
to
impossible
It will be
The government said 15 mil- "revolutionary government,"
organizations in the area
lives on the Lynn Grove Highthe Squirrels out of one of the
lion of the 40 million Filipinos which he said would be "a setWayne Flora, Lenrus Hale,
The new proposal asks Kroger to hire 111 new black fulltirne feeders, but we'll get Freed
way, and is owner and operator
raised their hands in the open ting aside" of all constitutional
employees.
part-time
employees and 70 new black
of the Max Churchill Funeral Billy Joe Kingins, George public meetings to express forms.
Cotham to make us a flare type
Home He was elected to the Weaks, and Charles Dan their approval of Marcos' marA group led by former Sew
The proposal also asks the company to deposit $20,000 in the thing to put on the other pole so
post in 1936 and took office in Bazzell could not be reached for tial-law rule
black
it.
mainly
a
climb
Association,
can't
Loan
and
Lorenzo Tanada had petitioned
Squirrels
Savings
the
Mutual
Louisville
January the following year. He background information. Adorganization.
The president also annour.ced the Supreme Court to declare
has served in the capacity since ditional hones on therm - and he had cancelled a secret-ballot the results of the citizens' asWe look out' this morning to
that time, except when he was other persons who file will also plebiscite on the new con- semblies unofficial. But, with
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The Kentucky Division of Forestry see what's going on at the new
dropped slightly on the called to active duty in the Navy be published at a later date
Prices
to
try
had
will
it
which
Squirrels
seedlings
the
tree
and
million
feeder
has found itself with 15
stitution that he had promised the proclamation of the new
Murray.
already taken over, sitting in second day of the
sell to Kentucky landowners.
previously and was accepting constitution, the court halted its
with
the feeder and trying to push Tobacco Market Tuesday,
The surplus seedlings are the result of the abrupt cancellation
informal vote of the assem- proceedings. Chief Justice Robthe
of leaf sold
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 978 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows
steady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 32.50-33.00
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 31.75-32.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 31.00-31.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 30.25-31.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 25.50-26.50
few 27.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 24.50-25.50
US 2-3 450460 lbs., 23.50-24.50
Boars 20.0046.00 mostly 21.00 to
24.00

Watergate ...

Marcos Ends Democratic
Philippines Government

Kentucky Roundup
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Controls To Be More
Rigid On Industries
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Many Issues Enter Into Seeking
Appointments On Senate Committees

ty,
er,
ne
on,

policy on the Vietnam war, vacant chairmanship of the that Humphrey had lost senioriDistrict of Columbia Com- ty to him during his time in the
which Brooke opposes.
McGovern
vice-presidency.
Rather, he said, "There's a mittee.
Afraid that the staff allow- won.
lot of good travel there." There
At the same time, Sen. Wilalso would be some good ex- ance for a senator from Minliam
Hathaway, D-Maine, profor
insufficient
be
would
nesota
exhas
who
posure for Brooke,
pressed interest in running for a -man of his stature, he was tested his'essignment to the
reportedly interested in the ex- Agriculture Committee. Sen.
president
spots available to the D.C. AdIal E. Stevenson III, 1)-111.,
-tra
the.
of
chairmanship
When the
agreed to make a spot on the
•
Space Committee, one of the...chairman.
However, Sen. Thomas F. Labor and Public Welfare ComSenate's least active-panels, became vacant, Senate Demo- Eagleton of Missouri, already mittee available, if he could go
crats were thrown into a tiiay. on that panel, chose to take to Corrunerce.
The result was that one ReSen Lawton Chiles of Flori- that Ob.
on Commerce had to'
publican
inwas
Humphrey
year,
This
Senate
by
youth
da, a mere
standards, offered to take it. volved in a flap when the Sen- go, unless an agreement was,.
reached to expand that panel.
Son:won else wanted to abolish ate Democrats listed him above
The unlucky man was Sen.
asin
McGovern
George
Sen.
it.
Finally, Democratic Leader signments to the Foreign Rela- Lowell P Weicker, R-Conn.,
bumped because he was the
Mike Mansfield prevailed on tions Committee.
man in seniority.
low
noting
McGovern
complained,
to
Utah
of
Moss
E
Sen. Frank
accept the post.
One reason: Moss would then
have to surrender the chairmanship of the minerals subcommittee of interior, making
it available for Mansfield's col!rat▪ ion of nicotine and dust parBy C. G. MCDANIEI.
league, Sen. Lee Metcalf of
ticles so high that the nonsmoAP Science Writer
Montana. That's a key post for
CHICAGO (API - There are ker inhales as much harmful
a senator from a large copperadditional findings that some- tobacco byproducts as a
producing state.
When Sen. Hubert H Humph- body else's smoking may be smoker inhales from four or
five cigarettes.
rey, D-Minn., returned to the hazardous to your health.
that
found
study
One
A physician writing in the
Senate two years ago, he expressed an interest in the then- Jan. 15 issue of the Journal of smokers' children are ill more
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Thomas
the American Medical Associ- frequently than nonsmokers'
0. Harris_ conuiussioner for
ation deals with the possibility childrere, usually because ofNatural Resources and Enin response Una question from resptratory disease; another;
vironmental Protection, will
showed that -The smoking enanother physician.
keynote a sediment control
Dr Donald A. Dukelow-of the vironment's effect upon the
institute at the Hospitality
AMA's department of education children in an environment it
Motor Inn in Lexington Jan. 25similar to the cigarette smoke's
was asked:
26.
"Is there evidence to support effect upon the smoker on a re- Some 300 conservation
recent claims that a nonsmoker duced scale."
district supervisors, state
Another found • •'Smoke from with an all-day exposure to a
legislators,and others insmoke-filled room inhales as an idling cigarette contains alterested in sediment control are
much smoke as though he him- most twice the tar and nicotine
;expeeted to attend.
self had smoked a pack of ciga- of smoke inhaled while puffing
-Harris will discuss with the
on a cigarette "
rettes""
group an overview of the _
Dukelow concluded. "It is beDukelow told the inquirer his
tecitment problemin Kentucky.'
about the hazard of coming increasingly appareq
t,
-concern
The lastttute is designed to
exposure to a smoke-filled that the nonsmoker who m
promote recognition of a
room is supported" and cited be present in the traditions
growing state and national
REPORTS DAMAGE
neal. Studies of the effects of 'smoke-filled room' character-.'-tarnerier'101Criel Allen
ceitteeen • abet/
erosion
cigarette smeike on nonsmo- istic of many conferences and
Yale, says at Washington,
prevention and sediment
social gatherings has an exkers.
D C he saw a Hanoi
control. It is hoped the meeting
One study cited found that posure to tobacco by-products
North Vietnam hospital
will bring about an awareness
smoking cigarettes in a closed quite similar to the exposure of
heavily damaged
of existing and proposed federal
the smoker.
and state actions to control
sedimentation, consideration of
model legislation prepared
order the auspices of the
Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Council of State Governments
and development of a plan for
sediment control in Kentucky
The meetings are being
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
sponsored by the Kentucky
Association of Conservation
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Districts and the Kentucky Soil
Sole Star's ..*.ednesciav
and
Water
Conservation
EAST SIDE OF THE &MARE
Murray
End, Sr:turdoy
Commission, the National
Association of Conservation
Districts, the Environmental
Protection Agency and the
DANA SPRAY
PY'COPag
Department for
Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
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By CAR1. P. LEUBSDORF
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON AP i — When
senators seek committee assignments, a lot of things are
more -important than a desire
to Shape national policy on the
'crucial issues of the day.
The amount of foreign travel,
the nurnber of staff positions
and a senator's home-state interests often are of greater consideration.
An aide to Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, R-Mass., expressed disappointment that Sen. Robert
P. Griffin. R-Mich_, had in-.
yoked seniority to take a spot
on the Foreign Relations Committee that Brooke had wanted.
But the aide's disappointment
didn't stem from Griffin's support of Nixon administration
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WASHINGTON APt — The
Federal Trade Commission announced Thursday plans to
start checking supermarket
prices across the country to aid
consumers in finding out who
really has the lowest prices in
town, and prosecuting stores
that claim they do, but don't.
-There has been an explosion
of aggressive discount oral'
claims by food chains. Some
times four of five chains all
claim *the • lowest prices in
town.' We somehow feel they
can't all be right," said Robert
Pitofsky, director of the FT('
Bureau of Consumer Protection.
He said the commission will
first allow 60 days for comments on its proposed plan to
check several chain stores in a
-damberof cities twice a month
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Choice of Special
Tabu -Ambush or 20 Carat
2-oz Bottles

0
2
$
saie 0
each

VICK'S

COLD
MEDICINE

NIGHTTIME

_

Year

89

'USDA Forecast__

Utilisation of American soybeans has exceeded production for each of the last three crop
years. The excess has come out of carryover stocks, which were down to 72 million bushels
on September I, 1972. A..result, reserves are now at minimal levels.
This continued strong market demand has led to higher prices, disproving the old theory
that increased production means lower profits.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture expect, total soybean use in the 1972-73 crop year
to climb again, utilising all available supplies. Even stronger world and domestic demand is
expected for the soybean crop U.S. farmers will plant in 1973.

* SPECIAL *
ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

Reg. Box $
$ 1 09

AND
SAVE

$1.35 Value

- COLONEL SANDERS RECIPE

Kettmay Pied ekiekts.
Phone 753-7101

12th & Sycamore

Reg.
Crest Tooth Paste
Choice of Regular or Mint
Family size tube 7-0z Reg. $1.13

\%s
4••••• ois••••
Oa.
,•••••••••

HAIR NET
Holds 3 times longer than
the leading hair spray.

sit

tO

8-oz.

$
1
sate

SLOB REFUND
Crest

CASH
BY MAIL

WHEN YOU BUY TWO 7 OZ.

Got required certificate it our store. Mao in by April 7. 1973

NEW!!

Reg. '2.25

18

39(P

Scl‘e

SECRET

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DRY FORMULA

Reg. 8-oz. Spray Can
1.59
Sate
LAVORIS

SHAMPOO

Large 3-oz Tube

Reg. 9.09

MOUTHWASH
and GARGLE
Quart Reusable Pitcher

9
sal.

‘e89It
So

II
"T

•finirnet

•1•,4111
40011 •••1

DENTURE 2i, oz
ADHESIVE Tube

5 1.29

CLAIROL FINAL
NET INVISIBLE

HMO
Soo
Orr 21.•
basePOI

09

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls

"In the Handy Unbreakable Tube"

Reg.
‘e88C
'1.59 5°

Beginning September

ORAFix

GLAD WRAP

Clears redness, soothes and
comforts irritated eyes.
2-oz. Plastic.
1
/
Reg.

1972.73

1971-72

1970-71

STOP, SHOP,

Reg.
8 • S°w2fer

6-oz. Bottle

1969- 70

Prices Rise As Carryover Is Depleted

One last set of numbers in-.
dicates that Kentuckians.
already may. know a great cleal
about what the state police did
last year. Police participated in
more than 1400 radio programs,
4(1 television programs, and still
managed to show nearly 2000
edu( ational films.

BRUSH
TOOTH
Adults

Reg.
69'

19611-69

SOURCE USDA Reports flp

A large number: there were
over 350,000 drivers examined
for licensing, of which 257,000
qualified for licenses to operate
motor vehicles. That amount of
work can be credited to about 62
license examiners.
The Division of Driver
Licensing issued more than one
million licenses. The Division of
Motor Vehicle Inspection
processed more than one
million vehicle inspections.
Over 12,000 criminal investigations resulted in more
than 8,000 convictions
State police conducted nearly
3000 safety-education programs
and graduated 7600 persons
from Driver Improvement
Clinics. If past history is any
indication, only three per cent
of those graduates will eventually lose their driving
privilege for .driving offenses.
The department's Division of
Fire Prevention conducted
more than 40,000 fire safety
inspections, and its Arson_
Bureau made nearly 500 fire
investigations.

SOfTEX NYLON

200-Ft, Roll

Price par
bushel
received by
-farmers

•

TEXTURED CLEAR PLASTIC

NyQUIL

MILLIONS OF BUSHELS

ERANKFOR"I, Ky.-The
December report of the state
Department of Public Safety
contains a lot of numbers
compiled for the year 1972 They
paint a busy picture.„
A small number there were...230 or so troopers patrolling the..•
roads on an average day. Last
year, that small group of men
made almost 200,000 arrests and
issued a little over 100,000
warnings for minor infractions.
There were nearly 26,000
accident investigations.

41,{ COLOGNE

FTC To Check
On 'Lowest
Prices In Town'

Soybean Use Outpaces Production

32:01

'1.65

BEN-GAY...
fast relief from
aches and
pains!
1.2-oz..tube
Choice of Greaseless
or, Ori inal

Reg. $1.

•

DEFLECT-0

Deflect- 0. Keeps drapes clean! Keeps floors warm model
for baseboard Registers, adjustable 15"-25" long. Clear
plastic blends into any colar scheme. Strong magnetic holdIn place for "forced air" systems.
Model 53

scAe $349

Sale

Deflect-0 Model 52
Adjustable 10"-14" long for wall or floor registersModel 52

PERSONNA 74
TUNGSTEN STEEL

RAZOR BLADES
Choice of pail of 10 double
edge or pack of II injector. Reg.
$1.69 each.

•
•

•-•
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FOOD GIANT
GRADE A LARGE

PAGE THREE

)11VIN FREE CASH!!

TREA URE CHEST
This Week $
Win
VO"

EGGS
2 89'
;
Do
Limit 2 doz. with 7.50 additional purchase
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Last Week's Winner: Joe Hal Stark, Buchanan, Tenn.
8

•

Prices Good Jan. 17 thru 23

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

We Reserve The Right To Limit

Frontier

BACON

GRND. BEEF
Family
Pack

Boneless Roast

FRYERS

39!

BACK BONE

79C

lb.

69

Package

Country

69

BOSTON BUTT

Cut-Up Family Pack

One Pound

Fresh, Lean

First Cut

1End Cut
FRESH LAMB PORK CHOPS

lb.

Split Breast

49

Legs

45

Thighs

39

Chunk Style

59c

salt

lb. 49c

BOLOGNA

RIB STEA
K
I0

Hot Bar-8-Q

Hot Ready-to-Eat Bar-11-Q

CHICKEN

59c SANDWICHES

lb

Reg.
$1,095.(

Armour Testender

FAT BACK

PORKeSoTliK

29.;

3/s1

Family Pack

Must

Borden's

CREMORA
Viva Budget

CAT LEER

19c

TOWELS

(Limit 1;

8box 49c BLEACH

/
1
2 Gal

39c

COOKIES

Hyde Park

BABY FOOD

ONIONS

4

9C

3

4-Rgs.oll$
Pk

TISSUE

Frosty Acres

2

Maxwell House

100

00

Cans

29Ct CARROTS

Family Scott

12-oz. Jar

(With

Coupon

,

(With Coupon
Below)

3

6 Btl. Ctn.

Pkgs.

COUPON
Limit One Per I- amity

(.t)UPON
limit One Per Family

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

COUPON
limit One Perinilly

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Maxwell House

Family Scott

Gold Medal

General Mills

COFFEE

COFFEE

COFFEE

COFFEE

6-oz. jar

3-lb. can

TISSUE

79'
`
4-111Good Only it Storey's'

Ei
1-W3
Good Only at Storey's

-

15c

119
Expires 1-21-73
Good Onl at tore 's

Expires I-23-73
Good Only at Storey's

3ipt zsl. sip,.

COUPON
limit One Per Family

COUPON
JLimit One Per Family

Hunt's

Gaines

FLOUR CHEERIOS GRAVY TRAIN
5-lb. bag

59c

10-oz: box

35C_

$2.9

Expires 14243
Good OnlY SliiY's

..2.410em—r‘"r7r

a-a-od Only atS

f
-GoodEIPOuirleysiit-S-23-tor7e3y's

4

TOMATO
SAUCE

25-lb. bag

'?

741it

Plus
Deposit

(Limit 3 Ctns)

COUP(IN
limit One Per Family

fcrptniri-pi-rs

pkgs

10 Ounce

COUPON
I.imit One Per Family

1-lb. can

(Limit hi

1 lb.

• COUPON
Limit ttne Per Family

10-oz. jar,

TURKEY

OR

Cans

•

BEEF

COFFEE . TISSUE COKE PEPSI
$119
$100

ORNG. JUICE
(Limit 3 Cans)

39c

Trellis
15-0z.

5I

POT l'I.Schs,
CHICKEN

RN

$

Pkg.

1 DINNER ROLLS

bag

12 OL

Morton's

Delta

49c

3-lb

Jar

oo

Lneves

Gerber

48

Yellow

204z. $

BREAD

MIRACLE WHIP
32-0z. Jar

Mother's

Puree

Kitty Plus

-tau
199.

69;

2:L

aU 8cansoz C9c

Expires 1-23-73
Good Only at Storey •s

COUPON
limit One rer

Big John's

CHILI
22-oz

can

59!L'.
Expires 1-23-77•
Good Only at Storey's

_
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WIGGINS FURNITURE —
Big Once-A-Year Wall-to-Wall Sale
Begins Thursday, Jan. 18-8 O'clock

U-HAUL - "EXTRA DISCOUNT" - U-HAU-1.
Must Make'Room In Warehous
•

WINE CABINETS
• CURIOS
BOOK CASES

BEAUTIFUL HOOKER OAK

SUITE
,
BEDR0‘
King Triple Dre
King Bed Armoire Chest 2 Nite Chests

lb

Reg.
'1,095.00

-

3
1/

Sale 895 0

.SOFA BED
and
CHM

AT TRESSES

Prices Slashed!!
No Storage Room!

95
5°1e $239

sloce $13995

L
3
GVINY
edN1/
ARMRSedTulicO
CUSHION FLOR
Reduced!! FOR THIS SALE
16 Patterns To Choose From

SPANISH PECAN
2 End Tables 1 Cocktail

HOTPOINT AUTOMATIC

BERILINE RECLINERS

END TABLES
All 3

$7995

While They Last!

Pecan

Solid Oak

TABLE & 6 CHAIRS

BUNK BEDS

Limited
Supply! So‘e $
Extra
Nice
Berkline
Regular
1389.95

* WASHERS
* DRYERS
* RANGES
* FREEZERS
* MINI WASHER and DRYER
* DISHWASHERS

1/

SOFA and CHAIR

BEDROOM SUITE
OCCASIONAL CHAIRS

Appliances

2 Price

Regular '349.95

BIG SELECTION OF ODD

39995

Table - Swag or Pole

Black Spanish

3-PIECE PECAN
Regular
'199.95

On All Hotpoint

scp $

LAMPS

colt

Twin- full - Queen - King

Must Sell!

Regular
'599.95

Off

Prices
Slashed!!

SOFA and
2 CHAIRS
ALL

-- BIG TRAILER LOAD -M

Antique Velvet

1 5995

PADDED BAR
2 Bar Stools

WASHER
Heavy Duty
with 2-Speed Soak Cycle
Regular
'229.95

Complete With Bedding
$ 149

Solid Oak 42"

METAL KITCHEN CABINETS

A
•
A s „dt•
vwo

So‘e $ 1 8995

ODDS
and
ENDS
v Maple End Tables
v Oak End Tables
v Pecan End Tables
and Cocktail Tables

TABLE
6 Extra
,
$23995
Heavy Chairs
sale $29995

ETU WARDROBES

•
•

Some...

One of
a Kind!

Over 200 Sofas & Chairs to Choose From!!
2 Miles North of Murray.
/
21
•
IMEN110

imily

•

On 641 North - Phone 753-4566

Be First - Get,the- Best Buys!!

E-Z TERMS

.

410

4,

•

-
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Natural Gas Bills Expected To Soar Higher In Next Few Years
By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
W'ASHING•TON AP t — Natural gas bilLs, which have already ballooned by a third or
*More during the past five
years, are destined to swell
even faster if producers take
advantage of a new pricing
procedure created by federal
regulators.
As a measure of what the future could hold for consumers,
three producers in the vital offshore Louisiana field have
asked for an immediate 73-percent price increase and want
further annual increases which
could drive their prices to
twit* present levelsen years.
Behind the new pricing procenationwide gas shortage. For the first time last
year, the demand for natural
gas exceeded the supply: Producers and the Federal Power
ConirnissiOn contend higher
prices are neces,sary to lure untapped sources of gas Onto the
market.

state sales, and the prices on
Sales within state lines have
jumped well above -the 21-28
cents per thousand cubic feet
permitted for interstate sales.
Last season the FTC began
approving individual emergen-

gas pipelines. The FPC resisted
regulating prices charged by
producers at the wellhead unfit
the Supreme Court ruled in 1954
that producers, too, must be
regulated.
The FPC regulates only inter-

MARGARINE

TISSUE
4 ROLLS

C
en

0 as well an'
No
US GOVT

. tr.

GRADED CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST

ALL FLAV(

Mg K

KELLOGG'

Corn Fie

These assertions are denied
by producers and the FPC.
Besides the gas association, a
combine of municipal gas companies. the opponents include
Consumers Union and 21 socalled Concerned Congressmen,
headed by Rep John E. Moss,
1)-Calif

PLAIN OR 4

TLe

Morton
I '4

/
1
4--

FAMILY PAK OF
3 BREAST OTRS

I f

3 LEG OTRS
3 WING
2 GIBLETS

•
L

C'

Vienna
CHUNK ST

US GOVT

GRADED CHOICE

Chuck Steak • !,•:-••

LB

Chuck Roast
US GOVT

89c

LB

89(

S GOVT

•OMIC
LISS

Swiss Steak

OP..%
SMOVLOCP
CUT

129
LB

149

Club Steak

5229

LB

MEATY

Neck Bones

LE3

TENDER

Pork Liver

LB

Family Pak

Pork Steak

LB

35`
39'
79`

Rib Eye Steaks .,-,„•:.--4.” LB
GRADED CHOICE

True Rib Eye

10-14
Pork Loin Mixed Chops La'

Quarter Sliced

99$

69(
79,

Shoulder

LB
FAMILY PAK OF 3 LBS OR MORE

Smoked Nam

LB

3

Fryer Breast

LB

TURKEY WINGS OR

Turkey Drumsticks

LB

Boneless Ham

$159 Ground
Beef
II
5109 Ground Chuck
$l" Leg o' Lamb
89c Flat Brisket

5-LBS

LB

790
LB

LB

LB

VAC-PAC

49'
69'
39

Kroger
KROGER

Illacaro
PLAIN OR

Simla

(
-KROGER LEAN

BONELESS FROZEN

BONELESS

99`
79`

ALL IrLAV

164 Dr
sHown0A
Pork
MUNI'S

Tomah

$ 109

Smoked Horn ':'`;""°.••79e.g;
LB
LB

LB

COUNTRY STYLE

Semi-Bois.Ham

Sliced Bacon
FAMILY PAK

akANGES190
Celery Hearts

PK G

594

BOSTON
LETTUCE

ci

29c

II AD

RED

4

Rome Apples

LB

RED

Radishes

LB

CALIFORNIA

Broccoli
SALAD FAVORITES,
Cucumbers

5/596

Idaho Potatoes

BCH

3

79'
39`
49`
494

99

Delicious
_Apples ,Q
aAG

FOR

YELLOW
CORN
FRESH

Green Onions
CANADIAN

Rutabagas
FRESH SNO WHITE

390

3
FAR'S

RIPE.READY* TO EAT

D'Anjou Pears

LB

890

Pork Sausage
F.7(

,H FLORIDA

',MAIN( ENDIVE OR

OF 3 LBS
OR MORE

WILLIAMS WHOLE HOG

PREMIUM BAKING -SIZE

CRISP, CALIFORNIA

HI COLOR REr

FAMILY PAK OF

LB
TO 5-LBS FRESH

LB

GLENDALE HALF

WHOLE PORK

Stewing Hens

APPROX

LEI

QUARTER SLICED

CALIFORNIA

.•

LB

Ofl HALF

LB

Spare Ribs

39'
5269
5269

GRADED CHOICE

Cube
Steaks

BONELESS
ROAST.

US GOVT

LB

FAMILY PAK OF 6 TO 10

Boston Roll $

FAMILY PA K OF
LB
3 OR MORE

Boiling Beef
US GOVT

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

GRACIED CHOICE

PLUMP MEATY

LEAN

RE

LB

Boneless K.C. Steak

LB

Rib Steaks $11 19
LAN

FRESH

GRADEDCHOICE

is GOVT GFPADEO CHOICE

GRADED CHOICE

English Roast

GOVT

US GOVT GRADED CHOICE

SEMI BONELESS

In the-6(m4n, woods arson
-riestfeys(Toady b41,0 brItion
trees a year All bpcause a guy
gets mad at somebody or mad
at nobody Does this
kind ol destruction
make sense?

CI

II SI:1111111'

LOW

CO.

Wildfire
in the south.
There's no
future in it.

Copied: By 1
from a voltam*
1900 "The (7allo
On first page i
and Heard Aroi
column—"Fret
•
Soil,"
One of the hap

35C

WHITE OR
COLORS.
PKG OF

The requests for the price increases are the first major
ones under the new FPC procedure called optional pricing.
Tenneco Oil, one of the applicants. said approval will indicate to the gas-producing industry that the FM will allow
new. gas sales at rates "based
on economic factors including
the cost of alternatives."
The other applicants are
Texaco and Belco Petroleum

They call optional pricing an
end run around the 1938 Natural Gas act, which originally
was used to regulate only the
Prices charged by interstate

1900 Is

PARKAY

PUREX

FLEECE BATHROOM

Opponents challenging optional pricing in the courts charge
it is certain or) produce windfall
profits for producers. Such opponents as the American Public
Gas Association have accused
the FPC of failing to investigate whether the present
gas shortage is an industry
creation auned at eliciting
higher prices.

Put Want Ads To
Work For You!!

new gas. But New gas" isn't
fully defined yet. However, it at
least covers gas from fields formerly used only for sales within state lines, gas from previously undeveloped fields or
froninew wells.

to hit the market in a few
years at prices of $1 per
thousand cubic feet or higher.
The optional pricing procedure permits producers to seek
higher than existing rates for
gas supplies which represent

cy sales at above mandated
prices. The commission granted
permission for the importation
of liquefied natural gas from
Algeria at a cost of $1 per
thousand cubic feet. Gas'manufactured from coal is expected

,• •
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3
3
2

LBS

I

C,

ALL-MEAT
BOLOGNA

LB

LBS

Sweet
Potatoes
I P

17c

r)
PIK C.

51"

NmA
/17i

LB

63
' Smoked Ham Sausage

5109
LB

TIGER TOWN
5-LB
CAN

$599 Boiled Nam

12 02
PK G

KROGER
•LB

$ 109 Smok-E-Linki

JIFFY GRAVY at SLICED BEEF

Country Style

YOUR

CHOICE

49

KROGER

‘All-fileat
.

12-0Z.

LB

PKG

129

12 OZ
PK G

89'

LB

691

41).

Sausage
z„.
/

FFERDI

Dentuo

VAC PAC SEMI BONLESS

FAMILY PAK
OF'S TO 54_15.3 ,

LB

TIGER TOWN

(TENDERLOIN 0 TROUT OR

)1 OEN

FAMILY
PAK

iiiECLED
BACON

TENDER

,?,7

HD.

Link Sausage

4

IT'SAL1SOU.,̀
,
TTT

Cauliflower

OSCAR MAYER FRESH

SA

$1 Smoked Picnic
49` Canned Hams
29` Smoked Ham
69` Sliced Turkey
Catfish

990

LB

89(

COUNTRY CLUB

OCHS

NEW
GLENDALE
WHOLE OR HALF

VICK S

Vap-c

f•

PAGE

rpm

•- any. person or persons to
operate or conduct an opera
"Some of our farmers have
house in the city of Murray
killed their hogs. We hope that
where—in shows, or lectures,
none will lose their pork by the
are
played or delivereu tor
warm spell of the weather." &
which an admission fee is
on and on, continued on back
chatg-ed
without
The City Council .4 the
processing a license to do so.
city of Murray, Ky, passes an
,Which license shall be fixed at
ordinance as follows:
twelve and a half dollars per
for
That it shall be unlawful

beginning to look anxious."

1900-bsue-Of Calloway Times Shows Life and Humor of Times
world is the county editor who
owns his own paper, and
publishes it in a community
removed from the Waal influence of boiler plate news or
the patent inside.
He gets information from the
soil. His neighborhood gossip is

Copied: By Rose Patterson
from a volumne 6 No. 27 Nov. 7,
1900 -The (7allov4.ay Times."
On first page instead of "Seen
and Heard Around Murray" a
column—"Fresh FFoin the
Soil." '
One of the happiest men in the

numbers on the flats in_ the
river. This is an indication of a
hard winter."

seldom without humor. This is
the case anytime of the year,
but particularly when the
seasons iiI4 changing.
November is likely to produce
such interesting items in the
country press as the following.
"Wild ducks are seen, in large

page.

"The oldest inhabitants are
commenting on the scarcity of
nuts this fall, and predicts a
mild winter." "Turkeys are

0
C
XES
CAKEMI
III VALUABLE

BANQUET

KROGER
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COUPON 1111

(ler

ng VALUABLE

CREAM PIES

1-1-01
2X -OZ
PK GS

1401
PI'( GS

THIS COUPON

*

T•Inu

$

LARGE EGGS

▪ MI
E
BNB

Some tips
from pro on
skin game

ONE
DOZ

M▪ a▪ i

3'

OR MARKET BASKET ooz 1

Ar.TN THIS COUPON ANO SS 00 ACIO.TiONAL •UNCP1•116 EA
PILO*
CLUDING TOSACCO •00 .0 ADDITION TO •PIT *TWIN
CHASE EISISUIP1IPISN•S 0000 THEW TEl IAN El
TO APIPt..CADLE TAAES

JAM IS

111111111111111111111111111111111

hirOaer
I.._Jini11111111111IlIllIllIlIll11111k .;

Plus a Bonus of

0 MITIMIMITIMITITIMITITera
EXTRA TOP VALUE
STAMPS

10

100 EXTRA

WITH THIS COUPON AND 55 00 PURCHASE

Top Value Stamps

E

ROGER

ALL VARIETIES EXCEPT TOMATO

IMP

24-0Z.
BTL

K Drinks

194

=IP
1 Ch
.0▪ M•

KELLOGG'S
I ZOZ
BOX

Corn Rakes
PLAIN OR 400IZED

29(

1 LB
CAN

114c

TOMATO
SOUP

KROGER

2

Grapefruit Juke
HEINZ

KROGER
5-0Z
CAN

Vienna Sausage

24g

CHUNK STYLE
04-0Z.
CAN

Kroger Toga

434

Ketchup

KROGER
7%-0Z
SOX

Musgrove' Diener
PLAIN OR WITH IRON

Similar Liquid

13-0Z
CAN

22(
33'

3 t II
AN

-QT.
14-0Z
CANS

KROGER

I-LB.
41-02.
STL.

44.1 COUPON)
HEINZ GREAT AMERICAN (W
1415-0Z
ALL VARIIIVIIIS,
CANS
oxcart VO(mASO.

89' Pew Naives
39' Soups
.59' Fruit Coditoll
89` Coffee

Mayonnaise

OT

KROGER VAC-PAC

•

6

Pork 6 Beans

I -LB
CANS

$1

KROGEIY

GOLDEN
CORN

CREAM STYLI
OFt WHOL

L

t

5-LB
BAG
KROGER PLAIN OR SELF RISING
5-LB
BAG
SPOTLIGHT
1 LB
3-LB
BAG
BAG
KROGER 6 16-0Z
SIX
PACKS

Dog Food
IMI-C Drinks
SHOWBOAT

Pork &Beans
HUNT'S
Tomtits) Sauce

CAN
6-0Z
CAN

1109

33'
13c
14'

FOR DISHWASHERS

CASCADE

69c
... Plus DISCOUNT PRICED
HEALTH &BEAUTY AIDS

99c
89`

OZ
CAN

F FFERDENT

Denture Tablets 109

129

PKG
OF 40

SHAMPOO sire

69'

K'S

Vap--o-Rub
A ,4I

1 5-0Z

57(

ISEPTIC

LISTERINIE

PINT

.1 01

96c

Q

KROGER MILD MIDGE'

Ie

89c

Longhorn Cheese

1 -LS.
PKG.

KROGER
HALF
GAL

Sherbet

,02.
• 4.94
TUBE

1 -LB
1-0Z
CAN

99'
59(

WITH OUR COUPON)
1 -LB
CAN

h

'1
8g
29c
69g

Kleenex Towels
BOUTIQUE FAMILY

Kleenex Napkins

3
3
3

KANDU

Liquid Detergent

COFFEE
ow
do
arm
an
as
en

I

200 CT
PKG5

89'

sy i y i.

EI

THIS COUPON •1•101.1 •USS.. JAN
SUIEJSCT TO APPLICASLE

11

LIMIT

inummummasunsaumum lull
ONE

WORTH 7' CASH

..,
BOX

Tow A010 TMS PUIOCMASS OF A I LS

=7:

ZESTA SALTINES

z:
..-:.:

11 LIMIT I

G000 TNIPU TUIIII JAN
SU•IIICT TO •PPLIC••LII

kirIgeS

140-CT
PK GS
1 -PINT
6-0Z
BTL

SIP
BA r,

T

4

5 01
PK GS

r,,er
,.1.1“..,,owioi,.iiiiiiiiii.i.iiiiiiiii iiiiiiii ,• II
•••••••11.6 Ilifaiififi.4111 666666 61 4,644.14641/f 111 666666

et in on
"The Big
- Spice
de-In"

I

ROLLS

POZEN

Cooking Bog Meats

C

LB

CAN

.1\10g

Crinkle-Cut Potatoes
BANQUE

V•LUASILI XISOGIPI

KROGER V Ac PAC

..-

ENF • hi-II TE OR COLORS

K ROGE R

1111111

MB
IM
OM
AM
IMO
IIMII
MO
1=1
IIM
MO
MN
EMI

.17
::—

MB

5) LIMIT

TONS.)
.SAN
0.114.g

•••L

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

ggp

:. - ....,
:-

Facial Tissues
JU

coOron

i...TM THIS
ONE SUS/ICI

'1
39'

98g
$1

THAT'S RIGHT,
Kroger well pay you 10a per
container for all the old spices
lany brand) you turn in when
you buy the same numbet of
MEW containers of any FRESH
KROGER SPICES' Bo 'em

KRAFT AMERICAN

Cheese Food
PKG

89c

KRAFT SLICED HALF-MOON

Ighor. Choose
k. Croons Bars

10-0Z
PKG
PKG.
0F12

KROGER REFRIGERATED

HOMESTYLE

it-oz

69,

'
43tr
4.

MEL 0 SOF T

55'

PKG
OF 4
FROSTY ACRES CREAM STYLE CORN OR
10-0Z
8
PKGS
PgAS
OLE SOUTH FROZEN
2-LB
PKG

Corn on Cob

Baby Linegsrx:fol,

33.

Cobblers

oh BUTTERMILK

White
Bread

I LB
4 Ol
LOAVES

for

FROSTY ACRES

99

PKG

Sc

krgerAR
SUG
Bag $ 29
"

roger Biscuits
5-CT
PKG

PEPS° r
0001pOS

I 1.13
01
AN=

Crescent Rolls

1.01

89(

GREEN
PEAS

$1

FREEZER PLEEZER

.HEAD & SHOULDERS

V

$229
Instant Breakfast 2

Coffee

SINGLES,

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED
LIGHT POWDER

ARRID

Corn Meal

59g
49'
79`

1-L113
CANS

Z

CANS

mei

GREEN
BEANS
K L

PET PRIDE DRY KIBBLED

1-0T
1401
CAN

ALL FLAVORS

3

KROGIER

KROGER

KROGER

RTENING65C
iiiiE

109

I90

Z11)-0Z.
BOX

Morton Salt

99'
79(

SOUPS

ra

ALL FLAVORS

49'
69(
39'

MIMIC

HEINZ GREAT AMERICAN

r=r
•Mr
41MI

Apple Sauce

Pineapple Juice

Jf #

111111111111N111110111111111011111111111111
COUPON

K

KROGER

•

—

•0057 ION '0 SPIT OWNS*
SAC5.IJOI0116 •0•ACCO AND
JAMS)
PUOCIII•111 NEOLON•NICATS 4000 ?Neu Tuff S
0,11000 00011

TOP

COMPARE THESE
XTRA LOW DISCOUNT
EVERYDAY PRICES!

_
Clerk.
Also On Page
Up-to-Date Rules'
For A Hotel
Board $50.00 a week, meals
extra. Breakfast at five, dinner
at six, supper at seven.
Guts wishtng to get -up
without being called, can have
self-rising flour for supper.
Guests who wish to do a little
driving will find hammer and
nails in the closet.
If your room gets too warm
open the window.
If Your lamp goes out take a
feather out of your pillow, that
will be light enough for any
room.
Don't worry about paying
your bill the house is supported
by the foundation

nor

1=11

vua•

KROGER COUPON 11110
GRADE A KROGER

U S.D.A

BETTYROCKER

annum.
All or any or part of ordinance
in conflict with this ordinance is
hereby repealed.
For a violation of this, the
offender shall be fined $10.00.
And each daylight and eveAng
performance shall be separate
offense.
Adopted Sept. 21st, 1900, A.J.
Holland, Mayor, K. Robertson,

sg

854

TWIN. FLAKE OR COMBO

3
Country Style Rolls 3

Brown 'el Serve Rolls

II -0Z
PKGS.

$1

KROGER-BAKED ,

13-02
PK GS

LARGE
I -LB
PKG

Angel Food Coke

MINUTE MAID
8 CT SANDWICH BUNS OR

Wiener
Rolls

$1

P1<05.
"• rf

sLxior

1
C

By KA'E.HLEEN NEFINE1 Elft
BEVERLY RILLS, Calif.
fUP11 — Thanks to medical
science, we can live without
our arms. legs, eyes or ears, or
with somebody else's heart or
kidneys.
But without this "bag"
were all in —MAI skin—we
would die. Man cannot survive
if a large !minion of his skin is
destroyed.
The largest human organ.
the skin encases all the other
vital parts, and series as a
barometer to physical and
emotional needs. S hen
another part of the body is
ailing, the skin can reflect it by
flushing, sweating. or breaking
out in rashes, hives or boils.
P. hen one is embarrassed,
the skin blushes. When one is
frightened, the skin 'wales.
And Dr. Robert Helmer, •
Beverly Hills dermatologist,
says skin is the most important
factor in physical appearance.
-It's what we %Pr first,- he
says.
To make certain beauty is at
.least akin deep. Americana
alone spent more than $1.5
billion last sear on cosmetics.
- A lot of that ia wasted,"
Helmer says. -on high-priced
cosmetics supposedly capable
of performing miracles.Helmer. who has written a
book called -Skin Deep, a
l)ermatologist's Guide to Skin
Beauty,- says old-fashioned
remedies often work better
than more expensive ointments
and salves.
"If the akin is inclined to be
dry: virclinary Crisco is an
excellent lubricant,- Helmer
says. "It is odorless, free from
becoming rancid, and nonsenaitizing.'•
He is also an advocate of
petroleum jeHy as • lubricant.
and Fels Naptha or even Lava
soap for oily or rough skin—so
long as it is not infected, inflamed iw irritated.
-Simple astringents such as
witch hazel and rubbing
alcohol also aid in removing
escrow; oil" he says.
He suggests removing
blackheads (Cr opening clogged
[awes by draping the head with
a heavy towel and bending
over the sink witE the hot
water running, exposing the
face to the steam for three to
10 minutes.
Brushing egg whites on the
face and letting dry for 15-30
minutes will help restore oils to
a dry skin, Helmer says. The
mask is removed with tepid
water.
(:ooked oatmeal makes
another good facial pack,
Helmer says.
After application. it is
allowed to dry and then is
removed with lukewarm
water. Some oatmeal pack
. enthusiast% insist that • bit of
honey mixed into the pack will
-rive their skirt an additional
glow...
studied
Helmet, who
medicine at IAmisiana State
l'niversity and did an internship and residency at Charity
Hospital in 'New I /deans•
sem ed as a dermatological
consultant in the Far Last
during the Korean War.
Ile was a fellhw in derColumbia
at
matology
l'reabyterian Hospital in
York, and has been prat-dicing
in the IAA Angeles area sin, c
197,1. serving on the staffs of
Children'• Hospital and Good
1erexpt
hospital,
.a‘,
Samaritan
Ore to the
lie
sun is the major caiww• of aging
of the skin and of skin cancer,
and recommends fair-skinned
persons consult a doctor
-before taking on too moil h
and destroying in their
sinl
youth the skin the. will have to
lisp with in old nee.-

Asleep in the deep
11:1111 — The
National Safety Cotincila
-Fetidly Safety- repticts this
(NW.

In Cuyahoga Fall.. Ohio.
Kauffman
I'S.
Mrs.
discovered water coming
through her first floor apartment ceiling. She caned police
who called firomen. %hal
happened? Mrs. Katiffman's
upstairs neighbor had been
filling his waterbed but went
intii another ennui 10 take a
fined to "to
na
fl.
L
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American Indian Religion
Gaining Respect In Churches

Israel's girt- ioldiers
are pretty and dedicated
BY JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
N AHAL G I I-GAL, Occupied
Jordan — Her name is Ester.
She Is petite, attractive and,
like the thousands of other Israeli girls in the armed services, she is dedicated to her
eountry.Ester (Israeli military men
And women other than general staff personnel are forbidden to reveal their full names i
is stationed in a kibbutz-like
(Arnp. with about 150 Men
and another 50 women — only
three miles from the Jordanian border It is an area
called the West Bank of th%
Jordan River and was seized
from the Arabs in the Six-Day
War of June 5-10, 1967
Nearing her 19th birthday,
Ester reflects the new look of
the Israeli girl soldiers. Back
in the war of independence of
1948-49, the girls joined in
combat action against the
Arabs.
However, the rape of several captured girls ended that
lurid of duty and now they fill
duties sunder to those of their
American counterparts —
nursing, clerical, kitchen,
agriculture, radio and other
such chores Some also serve
as entertainers -- "Hollywood
starlets,- but in uniform.
However, the situation at
Nahal Gdga I is a bit different.
It is one of 35 such units in occupied -areas Nahal can be
translated as "pioneer fighting youth," Gagal comes out
of bibbcl history' and is dedicated to combining military
life with agriculture and industry, the nonmilitary aspect being somewhat similar
to that of the -Israeli labbit-

Arab-Israeli air, tank and arUllt.ry battles.
Brown-eyed, with dark hair
and wearing &necklace with a
Cupid — God of Love — pendant, Ester accepts such risks
cheerfully.
Like caber Israeli girl soldiers who are privates, Ester
is paid $10.50 per month and
gets leave to visit her family
every three weeks ( those
closer to cities get less leave
She knows how to shoot a rifle
similar to the US. 30 caliber
and she handles a Uzi submachine gun, an Israeli-manufactured weapon that won
fame in three wars with the

MONEY MATTERS

By CARL W. RITTER
Copley News Service
Oil drilling programs,
bringing individual investors
--iiiiirtniited partnerships with
a general partner to explore
for oil or gas, have been the
recipients lately of a bad
• press.
Charges being bandied
about are generally to the effect the deck is stacked
heavily against the smaller
partners
A report from Dun 8: Bradstreet says a study of 200 drilling programs revealed that in
only 23 did the investors get
their money back or show a
profit
Tax wrtteoffs through depletion allowances and other
aspects of the game provide
the principal attraction The
appeal, obviously then, is
more to men and women with
high incomes than those in the
lower tax brackets
--A person in the 50 per cent
tax, bracket should obtain a
tax writeoffsof 90 per cent or
more Also, if oil is struck, the
- U S. oil depletion allowance
frees 12 cents of each oil income dollar from tax.
Yet, say critics, investors in
public oil funds are entering a
game where outsiders before
them have compiled a history
of rolling mostly make-eyes.
The Securities & Exchange
Commission has been busy for
nearly two years writing proposals for clamp-downs of one
kind or another on these drilling funds Ternpertng the

Lumintssioners' thinking,
however, is the fact that speculative funds are needed to
pull this country out of an impending energy crisis.
John Edward May. a Texan, represents the rebuttal so
far as attacks on oil drilling
funds are concerned. He is
president of May Exploration
Ventures, Inc., a Dallas-headquartered firm which has a
$15 million public drilling prograin to offer over the next
three years
In the first place, said May

recently in an interview, oil
plays can be rather conservative_ -The odds i against losing)." he suggested, -can be
reduced to about 6 to I or even
UM
5 to 1 " Considering the tax
advantages, this, of course, is
Set in a valley at the foot of
not bad
the Hills of Judea about 10
•'The odds are better than
miles north of Jericho, Nahal
those the mvestor faces when
Gilgal wouldn't seem to offer
he invests in most speculative
much that would attract IsMay judged.
stocks,"
raeli girls - drafted at 18 just
The Texas oil man said a
like the young men of Israel,
couple of things are responsithe girls for 20 months and the
ble for making oil drilling
men for 36 months and refunds more attractive than
serve service to age 55
they once were In the first
Ester. surprisingly, seems
place, the industry got serious
to like it all. Perhaps she likes
about policing itself. The Oil
liberal uniform rules that perInvestinent Institute, which
mit skirts five inches above
installed May as president six
the knee. She likes also being
months ago, played a maim'
a member of a group called
role, following guidelines set
the "Olen," a 'word that can
forth by the National Associabe translated as either army
tion of Securities Dealers.
of women or -charm" in HeThe institute delved into
brew. And,she says dates are
possible conflicts of interest,
easy to come by even out in
examined compensations of
this area that is quiet now but
general partners and saw that —
could erupt into shoottrg dura fiduciary relationship was
ing one of the occasional
established so that general
, partners ordinarily were not
able to make money at lesser
partners' expense
--Second, the drilling programs, according to May, are
more attractive now because
of a changing economic situation He pointed out that crude
oil and natural gas were in
This column of questions and board.
oversupply in the late 1950s, a
answers on the President's
For more information, see
situation aggravated by
Economic Stabilization IRS
S-3012,
Publication
cheap foreign imports.
Program is provided by the "Construction industry Pay and
By 1970, however, the situalocal office of the I S. Internal Price Increases." It's available
tion was different. The doRevenue Service and is free by dropping a postcard to
inestic abundance had disappeared and the United States
published as a public service. your Internal revenue district
suddenly found itself unduly
The column answers questions office.
dependent on foreign supmost frequently asked about
plies. Q. The rent I pa under my
wages and prices.
Prices began rising and..
Q. Are federal employee pay lease variee with such factors-as the cost of living and the' drilling programs became increases subject to 'Economic
popular
passage of time. How are such
Stabilization regulations?
‘. The public, said May, had
A. No. Federal employee pay formula-determined rentals
---not--realized how much elecincreases are not subject to controflee
tricity comes from gas and
A. If the monthly rent for your
Stabilization regulations, if they
oil. "The electricity demand
determined
by.
--a
apartment
is
and
are based upon federal lavk
now is so tremendous in the
determined by Presidential formula in the lease, your
United States) that from 1970
landlord may continue to use
directives.
to 1980 we will need to use as
However,
the
total
this
formula.
the
profit
margin
Q. How does
much oil and natural gas as
amount of rent he charges
rule limit price increases?
we used in tile previous 110
A. A firm may not increase under that formula cannot be
years."
prieeS, even if it has allowable more than the tent otherwise
cost increases, if this would allowable under Economic
increase its current profit Stabilization regulations.
Ottawa. Canada's national
Margin above the base period
capital, is the country's, fifth
In
general,
landlords
-areprofit margin.
targeet city.
permitted to increase rent by
Essentially, the base period
2.5 percent annually and pass on
profit margin is the average
increases in state or local real
profit margin for the best two of
the three company•fiscal years property taxes, municipal
prior to Aug. 15, 1971. Most 'charges and a portion of capital
companies with more than 60 improvement costs. For more
details, see IRS Publication Semployees are covered by the
3019: --Rent Guidelines,".
profit margin limitations. '
Q. My construction company available free by writing your
Internal Revenue district office.
employs -only 50 construction
Q. If a person buys six adworkers. I want to enter into a
collective bargaining contract ditional apartments from
with the union that represents another landlord to rent himthemIor Wage increases of less self; is he subject to the rent
than 5.5 percent. Do I still have charged by the former owner or
can he set a new rent level?
prenotify the increases?
A. lie is subject to the rent
A. Yes. Prenotification is
required for all construction charged by the former owner,
industry wage increases: This and cannot set a new rent level.
1VIEDICINE. - MAN
Pnenotification should be made The base rent of a residence is
Buffalo Jim is one of 3 or
not subject to change;74ut
to the appropriate craft board
4 medicine menin Serron
,operating under „the.- Con-. renlains, the same despise
rile tribe in Naples, Fla ,
industr4.Stabilization allmvnble rent adjustments or
won..He wants to
t
:itself if there is no appropriate managewent_,

Economic
Stabilization

-1

try..14.

0416
416

HARMONY— In Amsterdam, Nett.
a Grant zebra and one-day-old baby are seen for first
at the zoo there Baby has been named Artis

PERFECT

t

accorded'serious church study
as one aspect of the ways
people have sought to relate to
God, came at a recent me3ting
of Indians and church leaders.
It was held in Estes Park,
Colo., by a loosely knit association of Indians and non-Indians from many Protestant denominations called the National
Fellowship of Indian workers.
Coming in a period of spreading "dialogues" between Christianity and other religions, the
discussions marked a beginning
inquiry into the relationship of
church teachings and tribal beliefs.
The affair also came at a
Eriie when a growing number
-Or denominations have set up
special Indian departments,
headed by Indians, to bolster
church sensitivity to their inter
sets.
Such steps have been taken
by the Episcopal Church, the
_United Church of Christ, the
United Presbyterian` Church,
the United Methodist Church,

fly GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
NEW YORK AP) — The native religion of American Indians is gaining increased respect today in the churches
that once tried to statnp it out.
Scholars see a particularly
timely reason for the change —
the need for a deeper reverence
for nature as manifested by Indian religion - in the face of
modern damaging misuse of
the environment.
Declaring that Christian
theology is "terribly impoverished when it comes to a doctrine of nature," the Rev. Dr.
Benjamin Reist. dean of San
el-Ll'heolngical SemiItairrir Stin• Angelmo, Calif.,
predicts:
'There must conic a day
quite soon when American Indian theology must be represented in the highest councils of
Christian theology in the
world."
His analysis, contending that
Indian tribal religion must be

Arabs.
Col Dvora Tomer, commander of all of Israel's girl
soldiers, in explaining the new
look of her brigade, said,"We
are not only soldiers, we are
women, too."
Indeed they are, and most
of them are pretty women, but
a visitor is equally impressed
by the dedication of such girls
as Ester in this remote installation that might make old
U.S. tank soldiers recall
maneuvers on California's
Mojave desert. It thus is easy
to believe Ester when she
says, -I think I am doing
something good_for my coun-

A Texan defends
the oil industry
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,
the American Baptist Convention and the Lutheran Council in the U.S.A.
Ever since frontier days, the
churches have maintained special missions to • Indians, a
large share of whom were educated in mission schools. But
the past approach has been to
erase and replace their native
religious thought.
But with the church perspective now changing, an Indian clergy man who heads
United Methodist Indian work.
Rev. Homer Holey, of New
York, says Indian religion may
be recognized as "closer to
original Christianity" that most
kmerican whites realize.
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Park gathering.
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The Third
ainong those in the Walter Reed
Shall Be First
Army Institute of Nursing
By being the third, Private WRAINI Class of 1974.
Ricky Turner recorded an
Among the group are three
Army first. Rick's grandfather, male students. The class of 196$
Joseph Turner, graduated from boasted four males, but since
Parachute school in 1941, his then only one or two have been
father,
Phillip
Turner, in the . program. This group
graduated in 1953, and several constitutes the largest number
months ago Rick managed to ,,,offOrmer enlisted.personito be
win his own Airborne wings.
accepted for the four-year
Rick's grandfather attended program which leads to a B.S.
the award ceremonies and was degree in nursing and a compermitted to pin on the proud mission as a First Leiutenant in
young man's wings. Rick—a the Artily Nurse Corps. And
native
of
Hyattsville, best of all. it's free.
Playing The White House
Maryland—is scheduled to
leave Fort Benning, Georgia
"Join the Army and perform
shortly for his next assign- at the White House." That's not
inent—with
the
highly the kind of promise recruiters
respected 62Ai Airborne at Fort would find easy to deliver even
in Today's Modern Volunteer
Bragg, North Carolina.
Army. But it happened to it.
Just The Two Of is
Mr. and Mrs. R R‘ck Bails of Barry Epperley, who is coinWilburton, Oklahoma have .pleting requirements for a
decided to prove the family that doctoral degree in choral
enlists together is the family conducting at the University of
that serves together. Rick and Southern California School of
his wife. Judy are both 19 and Music.
The 27-year old Epperley is
after a short separation, during
which they will undergo basic the associate conductor of the
training, they plan to reunite in 35-i oeiliber U.S. Army chorus
communication school and stationed at Fort Myers,
serve together upon graduation. Virginia. The group is among
the nation's elite service
The Army Hits
musical outfits, performing
The Beach First
It took an American, and an twice a week for White House
Army man at that, to set the and other top-level functions.
Epperley believes the Army
new world record for the
grueling England to France musical prograni is one of the
best training grounds available
channel swim.
First IA. Richard Hart to young musicians "Many of
completed the 2I-mile swim in our former players and singers
nine hours, 44 minutes--some 13 are found in the major symminutes less than previous phony orchestras in the nation,
record. 1.t. Hart is from or have gone On to distinguished
Mountain Lakes, New Jersey careeri. in opera and the
and is stationed in Ber- musical theatre,- he said.
If you would like to become an
chtesgaden, Republic of GerArmy handsman drop by my
many.
office at the Mayfield Shopping
Five Accepted la Wrala
Five young students from the Plaza, or call me at 247-4525
Collect ) for more informagon.
Army's enlisted ranks are

Advisory Commission
Recommends Maximum
Prison Sentences
By TOM SEPPY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I AP ) — A national advisory commission on
criminal justice has recommended a maximum prison
term of 25 years for all crimes
except murder and a maximum
of five years for those committed by persons who are
termed not a danger to others.
Other major charges recommended Sunday by the National
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals include full access to legal services and the. ,news
media for those in prison,
end to the practice of defense
arid prosecution agreeing to a
guilty plea for a lesser crime,
only a single appeal for convicted criminals and decriminalization of -simple drunkenness."
The commission's recommendations are strictly advisory'
and have no formal support
from the Nixon administration,
nor do they form the basis for
any legislative program.
At a news briefing, the commission chairman, outgoing
Delaware Gov, Russell Peterson, and Jerris Leonard, head
of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration which provided the nearly $2 million for
the year-long study, said the
commission's report contains
controversial material such as
possibly putting criminals in
residential treatment homes instead of prison
But they said it was not the
purpose to get into many of the
most controversial issues of the
day. The report sidesteps discussion of capital punishment,
gun control, marijuana, wiretapping or the rights of courts
as opposed to newsmen's rights
to protect their confidential
notes and sources.
"It was not our purpose to
conget into extremely
troversial policy issues," Leonard said at a news conference
unveiling the report. He de•Seelbe6;11Se;,eiserftettselotOs ommenclations as a '"reference
work."

"We're hoping the professionals can use this study as a
blueprtnt for action," added Peterson. "Many of the standards
are a compilation of things already being done. What the
commission has done is to
bring the variations together."
G.
Atty. Gen. Richard
Kleindienst announced the convening of the first National
Conference on Criminal Justice
on Jan. 23 to review the major
findings of the new study
One of the scores of recommendations calls for a shift of
emphasis from prisons to com-thunity-based corrections programs where rehabilitation of
offenders can be carried out
much more effectively. Another
recommendation calls for substantial new rights for inmates.
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GIRLS SLACKS
100% ACRYLIC
Bold plaid design in

SLACKS

bright fashionable colors

Sizes 29-38
Flare Leg

Sizes 714

Reg. '11.97

Regular '2.96

$888
LADIES KNIT

BERETS
Asstd. Colors

88
Buy Several At This
Low Price!
CONTINENTAL

SCATTER
RUGS

BUN
WARMER

Shag & Regular

Polished Aluminum

Popular Shades
Kaneklon & Dynel

Gold, Green, Red

27"x45"
Reg. '3.97

Reg. to '21.88

Kentucky's production is 25
per cent above the weathershortened 1971 crop.
Kentucky's soybean production is estimated -at a .record
25,060,000 bushels, despite poor
harvesting weather, and- corn
produatiota614-12Watata.43.12.'
248,000 bushels, down nine per
cent from the 1971 crop.

BOYS SHIRTS
Asstd. Styles
Reg. 1397

Reg. 85.44

$ 88

$243
Steel
—PROCTOR SILEX
,Construction

IRON

STEAM or DRY

Ideal for All Fabrics'

IRONING _40
BOARD

50 to Pkg.
20 Gallon Size
For Can Liners or Trash

R•g.

Large Burley Crop

Kentucky is expected to market 408.1 million pounds of last
year'ss leaf, with the other seven states in the burley belt selling the remainder.
According to U.S. Department of Agriculture figures,
there has not been so large a
tobace4Vertiff‘stnee 1969, Irheri
farmers in the burley belt sold
over $91 million pounds.
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Prices In This Ad Good Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Sunday, January 18-21 *

Experts Predict
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Agriculture experts are predicting the 1972 burley' tobacco
crop will be the largest since
1969.
According to figures released
by the Kentucky Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, the estimate on the 1972 crop has
been raised to $88.4 pounds.

, KENTUCKY
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Reg.
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84.92
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redowedor

DOOR
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Pleated Top
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JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

Member of Ass(

Haig T
In Lao

Prices Good thru January 23rd
U.S. Choice

Now

T-Bone
$138lb.
Steak it_

Locations
Emge Whole

CORN VALLEY

(Sliced lb 53c)

Smoked

2-1.b. Bag

SAUSAGE

9,„).

Picnic

Very Impressive Pritet
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

'1'9

REELFOOT

59;

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS
ALL-MEAT

Cut-Up

69c

Store Sliced

BOLOGNA

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

29
Fryers
Family Pak

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

Matchless

U.S. Choice /

sb1°9

RIB STEAK

BACON

lb.

Betty Crocker

White, Yellow, Devil Food

33gt

Table Rite

Loaf Cheese

49;

$109

Lbs

Del Monte Whole

Green:Beans

Chic. Noodle
Soup 15';

Bleach
Gal.

29'

an

Hunt's

Tomato Juice

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Cherry Pie Filling
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dr

Catsup
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14 oz. Bottle

10'
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